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Abstract
Several acoust ic investigations were conducted wi th the near field radiated from
a vibrating.canti lever beam.
The objectiv e of the ~rst investigation wasto experi mentally determine thespat ial
distribution of acoustic intensity close to the beam. Difficu lties that occur with acous tic
intensity measurements made this a non trivial task and led to the development of an
experimental proced ure for mapping the spatial distribution of acoustic intensity in the
near field. The mapping procedure combined the physics of a closed surface with
approximations from an analysis with Taylor' s series. The method was successfully tested
on the field radia ted b)' the beam. It was then shown that the reliability of the spatial
distribut ion of intensity that resulted from this method could be stat istica lly evaluated
from the measured data alone without making assumptions about the nature of the
acoustic field.
A second experimental investigation demonstra ted the practicali ty of constructing
acoustic intensity with transfer functions. The expression for acoustic intensity, normally
fonnulated in terms of acoustic pressures, was expressed in terms of transfer function s
between pressures and the force exciting the cantilever beam .
In the third an d last investigation, the source of the acoustic field, the cantileve r
beam, was modelled with Euler-Bernoulli theory. Elemen ts of modal analysis were used
to obtain the modal parameters of the beam and a value for Young 's Modulus for the
iii
material of the beam. This vibration model was then used in an integral approximation
for the acoustic field close to the beam. The ecouszic ncar field was calculated and
compared with experimental measurements. The resuns were used to examine the
distribution of phase in the near field as it pertained \0 the measurement oracoustic
intensity.
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CHAPTERONE
INTRODUCTION
Structural vibration radiates sound. Flexural vibration, the usual means by which
vibrational energy flows through a structure, produces the most efficient sound radiation
[Ross, 1976J. These circums!ances make it possible to monitor those modal parameters
of a structure associated with the flexural resonances, from the radiated acoustic field. It
has been demonstrated that the flexural modes of vibration can be monitored with
measurements of the radiated acoustic pressure. Bissinger and Chowdhury [l990J
compared natural frequencies and damping values calculated from transfer functions of
pressure and force with those calculated from transfer Iunctions of acceleration and force
for both a cylindrical bar and a plate. They found good agreement in both cases.
Similarly, Okubo and Masuda [1990] used the transfer functions between ncar field
acoustic pressure and excitation force to experimentally obtain the natural frequencies,
damping values and mode shapes ofT·plate joints.
In addition to acoustic pressure, acoustic intensity, the energy flux vector in the
acoustic field, can bemeasured. Acoustic intensity measurements have historically been
used to quantify the power of an acoustic source, thc power propagating through a duct ,
or to establish the attenuation of sound through a panel, [Fahy, 1989]. Near a solid surface
acoustic intensity has an advantage over acoustic pressure. Acoustic intensity usually
indicates whether the surface is radiating sound (large values normal to the surface) or
reflecting SOWld (small values normal 10 surface). Unlike acoustic intensity, acoustic
pressure near the surface cannot be readily used to distinguish radiation from reflection
because it can be large in both cases.
The researc h for this thesis occurred within a program to develop acoustic methods
10 monitor the mechanical behaviour of structures for indications of structural fatigue
[Guig nc et al, 1992, Klein et ai, 1995). Changes in acoustic intensity and pressure near
the surface of cantil ever beams were being correlated with the state of fatigue. Estimates
of moda l parameters were being made from pressure transfer functions. Thc pattern of
acoust ic energy flow was being mapped in a horizontal plane parallel to the beam's
surface.
Unexpectedly long measurement intervals were required 10 obtain reproducible
estimates of mean acoustic intensity. The search for an explanation led to an examination
of the averaging requiremen ts of the measurement. It also became apparent that the
measur ements of intensity in the near field were not always reliable. The desire to
quantify reliabili ty provided the incentive to develop a method for mapp ing acoust ic
intensity . Chapter 2 descri bes acoustic intensity, its measurement, and looks at the
measurement statistics of sfmple acoustic waves. Chapter 3 describes a new procedure for
mapping acoustic intensity and the results of its experimental testing.
During the same program, acoustic pressure was being measured twice, once for
acoustic intensity measurements, and then again to construct transfer functions between
acoust ic pressure and force for modal parameter estimates . It was realized that the transfer
functions could be used to construct an acoustic intensity normalized with respect to
applied force, eliminating ihc need for two separate measurements of acoustic pressure.
The construction of norm alized uccusiic intensity is described ii i Chapter 4.
Several experiments had been conducted to measure transfer functions between
pressure and force close to the surface of a cant ilever beam . Although the acoustic
environment did not lend itself to being easily mode lled, there was still a des ire to
formulate the near field of the cantilever in some approximate fashion and compare it
with experiment. Chapter 5 describes the modelling of a cantilever' s vibration response.
Chapter 6 describes the modelling of the cantilever's near acoustic field from its vibration
resporme and compares the formulated field with experimenta l measurements. The
opportunity is taken to examine the spatial distribution of phase in the near field as it
perta ins to the measurement of acoustic intensity.
CHAPTER TWO
MEASURING ACOUSTIC INTENSITY
The purpose of this.chapter is to provide a background on how the average flux
of energy in an acoustic field is measured in practice. For the reader unfamiliar with
acoustic intensity a definition is outlined in section 2.1. There are two methods of
obtaining a time averaged measurement, one expressed in the time domain ond one
expressed in the frequency domain. The development of the equations supporting each
method are reviewed in sections 2.2 and 2.3. It may beof interest that the expression in
the frequency domain was derived without assuming the acoustic field to bestationary or
ergodic.
Measurements are always accompanied by errors. Section 2.4 discusses some of
the more likely sources of error and notes the work of several authors in this area. One
of the decisions faced by the experimentalist is the length oftime interval to use to obtain
an average value. Section 2.5 examines how moving from the far field to the near field
affects this time interval.
2.1 Acoustic Int ensity
Acoustic intensity is a vector quantity that comes from considering the change in
acoustic energy within a closed volume of fluid. For a fluid of density P.. and
compressibility K, with p the acoustic pressure and ii the fluid particle velocity, it can be
shown that (e.g. Morse and Ingard, 1968),
where ~I(pl is the acoustic potential energy per unit volume, and Vzp,,1 u 12 is the acoustic
kinetic energy per unit vo lume. The product of acoustic pressure with fluid particle
velocity is called the acoustic intens ity vecto r ('l') and represe nts a flow of energy
crossing a surface.
Attempts to measur e acoustic intensity met with limited success until the late
1970's when the arrival of digital technology provided the accuracy and stability
necessary to make the measurement reliable. A historyof development is given by Fahy
[1989J.
2.2 Time Doml in Formulation
An express ion can be derived that shows time-averaged acoust ic intensity can be
measured using the integra l of time domain pressure p{t).Consider a time averagestarting
alt".
Expressing u(t) as a lime integral,
-." . ~
vrer .. -}. 1. p Ie )L~ de' de
Splitting the time integral ,
CL 3)
12. 41
.. , r ' . _ " '" _
Ym - i I pltl d t · I ~dt'· i J.P (t) I.~dt' dt U. SI
The first term is just the lime averageof P(I) multiplying a value of particle velocity at
lime Ie.A long enough measurement interval T. will let the lime average ofp(t) approach
its mean value, zero. Then .the first term will eot contribute appreciably to the lime
average leaving,
erer .. j "f p ( t ) i~ dt ' dt
Using Euler's relation,
we then substitut-:for the time derivative in thesecond integrand 10 obtain,
.. ' , .
vrrr'" i!r J. p it) J.'Plt'1 dt' de
1.2.6 1
(.2. '7'
12 . 11
For simplicity wefocus on the x component of of(I). Consider two pressure transducers
designated PA(t) and iJB(t) . The line joining thetransducers (A to B) is in the x direction.
The transducers are separated by a distance d AI the midpoint between the two
transducers, the pressure gradient in the x direction is approxirr.ated as,
It will 00 assumed that the value of d can bechosen for this approximation to hold over
the frequency interval of interest. Similar ly, the pressure at the midpoin t is appr oximated
P lt J -~ (2. 10)
With these approximatioM we have an expression that can be used to measure ti~
averaged acoust ic intensity us ing pressure in the time domain.
This equation is implemented in intensity measuring hardware .
It is also noted in passing that Pavic (1977J showed in the limit T-..co, that the
latter equation reduces 10,
.-re:r ..~ Ip. lt) ·1 j P.tt' ) d e') dt (2 . 1:1 )
2.3 F~urncy Domain Formul ation
An expression can be derived that shows time averaged acoustic intensity can be
measured usingthe frequency spectra of acoustic pressure, p(m). Usi ng Euler 's relation
(Eq. (2.7» , particle velocity can bewritten in terms of pressure: in the frequency domain.
(2. 13 1
We shall consider the x component of o/(t). The pressure and parti cle velocity are
replaced with their Fourrier repre sentation to give,
... l tJ • p ltJ · u . l t J
-lpllolJe - .... cl.t • -rl: ~l~ e " 'U d;,(
- ~ IIp IIIJ~~PIJ ) ~' l_u d.l dI
Take the time average of \fI(t) ove r the interval [O,T).
12 .14 )
It is assumed that p(t) and u(t) are bothzero outside the interval LO.T). Then the time
integration interval can beextended to [-!Xl,co) \o1oithout additional contribution to the lime
average.
The quantity in square brackets is 21to(OJ+CI) ' ). Performing the integration over CI) ' yields.
12.111
Since P(t) is real. P(-G)- P·(co).
12.181
The pressuredifference between two pressure transducers is used to esti mate the pressure
gradient. as wasdone in the time domain formulation (Eq.(2 .9» .
The pressure at the midpoint is approximated as,
P(W)-~
With these approximations.
( 2 . 19 )
( 2 .20)
which reducesto,
Th e integrand of the second integral is odd wilh respect to co and the second integral
van ishes.
The spectral contribution to q;,(t) between co and co+dco is identified as,
'f'. (W)_~ Im[I'~(w)p· l (w)1 dw
This cross spectral formulation for intensity was derived by Fahy [1977] .
Now. p,,{t) andP,,(o» nrc relatedby,
( 2 .n)
(:L 24 )
(2. 2 5)
Since P(t) is zero outside the interval [O.T],
[2. 261
. To con vert to discrete measurements, the integral is approximated by 1I summati on ov er
N points . with T=NAt.
, ;I p . l t ) e l '" d t - n~ p .(n6tl e l ..... lot
Choosing discrete values ofm . <Jlm"'21tmff. m=={O,I ,...•N/2} , yields.
(2 , 2 7)
[2 . 28 )
whcre XA(m) is the roth spectral coefficient in II OfT of PACt). Then. the spectral
contribution 10 Iji,(t) between <Jlm-!J.ml2 and (Om+!J.rol2 (l1,ro==2nrr) is,
[2 .2 9 )
This funnulation for intensity was derived by Chung [1978]. Both Fahy and Chung
assumed stationarity and ergodicity to arri ve at their results. The same result has been
derived here with a windowed process (P(t) an d u(t) ass umed to be zero o utside the
measure ment interval [O.T]). A windowe d process is a realistic portrayal of II typ ical
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measurement A windowed process does not demand specific correlation propert ies like
those of a stationary process.
Writing the OFT coefficients in terms of their magnitudes and phases illustrates
an important aspect of the measurement
'f;TllIT "w IX. (ml l lr. h,tll8in U . 1JII- ' . I. ) (2. 301
There must bea meesureeble phase di fference between the pressures at A and B for the
measured time averaged intensity to be non zero. In practice, if the hardware phase
resolution is inadequate. the measurement will probabl y be unreliable.
2.4 SO Uf l' eS of Error
Both methods use two microphones with fixed spacing to approximate the pressure
gradient component along the line joining the micropho nes withtheir pressure difference.
Thompson and Tree (1981] examined the error introduced by this finite differ ence
approximation and showed that it depends not only o~ the ratio of microphone spacing
to wavelength Ii.e. kd), but also on the ratio of the microphone spacing to the distance
separati ng the measurement position from the source location (i.e. dfr). They showed that
to maintain the same level of error, larger microphone spacings are required in the near
field than the far field.
Over and above the error introduced by the finite difference approximat ion itself,
equation 2.30 illustrates that measurement accuracy depends on accurately resolvin g the
difference between G..(m) and 9 11(m). The trend is for 0 ..(m)-€lIl(m) to decrease as the
11
frequency decreases, for a fixed microphone spacing. Real pressure transducers have
individual phase response characteristics that vary with frequency. As the frequency drops.
there will come a point where the difference between transducer phase responses
(microphone phase mismatch) is no longer small compared to 0,,(m)-E>I\(m). and a
significant bias error is the!!,introduced. In general, the effects of microphone phase
mismatch (and similarly instrumentation channel phase mismatch) become problematic at
low frequencies and in highly reactive acoustic fields, presenting the greatest difficulty
in intensity measurement hardware design [Pascal and Carles, 1982]. This bias error can
be reduced by repeating each measurement with microphone positions reversed [Chung.
1978]. Alternat ively, if the phase mismatch between the microphones is measured. the
intensity measurements can be corrected [Krishnappa, 19&I).
Statistical error can be appreciable when for example a lot of reverberation exis ts.
This error has been examined by several authors. It is usually modelled by assuming that
there are two sound fields, one the object of measurement, the other extraneous. Seybe rt
[1981] related statistical error to the coherence between the two pressure signals used in
the measureme nt. Seybert used the assumption that the desired and undesired sound fields
were uncorrelated. Then Dyrlund [1983] related the coherence to the pressure intens ity
index by assuming the extraneous sound field to be diffuse. Experimental measurements
have shown some agreement with these fonnulations of statistical error [Pepin 1984}.
Asymptotic expressions for standard erro r in terms of a field factor were subsequently
developed by Pascal [1986].
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Howev er the use of coherence in error estimatio n has been quest ioned . Chun g
lJ981 } showed that ordinary coherence and the cross spectral method arc not always we ll
related. Jacobsen and Neilsen [1987] noted tha t measured coherence can bea function of
spec ual reso lution . Watkinson [1986] pointed out that coherence estimates can be affected
by bias error, questioned the validity of assumin g the desired and undesired componen ts
in a sound field ( 0 be unco rrelated in all casesand suggestd returning to calc ulation s of
mean and slandard deviation.
The bias erro rs that have been discussed to th is point can be mitigated by
recogn izing hardwar e limitations such as microphone ph ase mi smatch , and the ran dom
erro rs can bequantified with statistical analysis. Th ere ar e other phenomena that m ay or
may not ca use significant e rror. For exam ple. each microphone disturbs the sound field,
and affects what the other microphone sees. Ti chy [198 1J demonstrat ed experi me ntally
the disturbance to one microp hone caused by the presence of a seco nd microphone, no ting
that lhe distw'bance increasedwith freq uency and tended to affect measured phase more
. thanampli tude . (II would be very difficult to est imate the error caused by the presence
of bothm icrophones .) As a second example, in mapping the flow of near field intensity
a phenome non cal led a vortex can be encountere d. It is not cle ar whether this feature is
an ad ded comp lication to measure ment. The vortex was fi rst postulated as a closed loop
of energy [Schul tz et el, 1975], but in fact, instantaneous energy flows through the vo rtex ;
the vortex itself only applies to the net energy compon ent. of inten sity [Mann et al, 1987J.
The effort of many individuals to quant ify errors and di sturbanc es suggests one
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would want to proceed cautiously in making measurements of acoustic intcnsity.
2.S Erred of tbe Near Field on Measurement Inte rn l
Whether in the time domain or the frequency domain, the calculated average
intensity is for the measurement interval [O,T]. The length of T required to obtain an
estimate that approaches the mean value of "P(t) for T-+00, depends on the statistics of
lJI(t). The effect of being in the near field on themeasurement interval can be illustrated
with a spherically symmetric wave of amplitude A,
p (r, tJ • ~ COB (k r - w t)
u(r, t l • po':: r (COS (kr -wtl - Sin l~~-w t l I P
The instantaneous intensity lJI(t) is,
( 2 .31 )
p (r,tJ-u (r, t J . 2 P~':? [h c OS 2 (k r - wtl - Bin2 c;: -w tlj (2 , 32 )
and the time average over [O,T],
TTfT · ijp er, t l eu (r, t l d t (2. 33)
"""" ,
~1.Bin I2krl -:i~i;2(kr-WTl . COs (2k r l:i:ct:; lkr-wTl J (2 . 34 )
In the limit T--+a:l (neO),
( 2. 3 5)
Then, from Eq.(2.34), to get an estimate of 'f'(t) that approaches the value in Eq.(2.35)
requires,
12 .3 6)
The latter condition shows that in the near field (kr<I) , a.'! the point of measurement
movescloserto the source, themeasurementintervalwill need to beincreased. This result
is a consequence of the dependenceof instantaneousintensityon (kr)" in the near field.
Considerthe time averaged mean square,
(HE! -fIe) P -i[ I'Vi'rr-'I'l t »)Zde 12. 31 )
Insertingthe fonns of'l'(t) and <¥(t),givenin Eq.'s (2.32) and (2.34) respectively, yields,
where.
[ ]" ,, A' I (F+8in2 (kr-WeJ -COS 2Ikr-wtJ) d<l'~ ~ (2.38)
Integration yields,
~.,
where,
F. *s i n4 (kr-wTl -si n I4kr)
F• • c os (4kr) - C
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S4 ( kr~wTI - 2F (cos (2krl -coa 2 ( k r - wT I I
F, *sin (4kr) -s i n 4 ( kr-WTl -~ (sin [2krl-sin 2 ( k r-llIT) )
Assuming coD >1 and mTkr»1 (and therefore F«l), Eq.(2.40) reduces to,
(2 . 40 )
(2. 411
t 'ffET-f (t) p ... [~r ~ (1 + mr, ) (2. 42 )
Eq.(2.42) shows that in the near field with krcl , the variance increases as kr decreases.
In particular, if thc instantancous intensity from a spherical wave wcrc sampled
continuously, with roTkr » 1, then fr0":l Eq.' s (2.35) and (2.42) , we would anticipate. a
standard deviation to mean ratio of approximately,
which, for small values of kr, would exceed unity.
(2. 4 )
These two calculations with a spherically symmetric wave suggest that in the near
field (kr<I), estimates of time averaged intensity will be more difficult to 'obtain, and
prone to larger statistical variation than in the far field (kr»l).
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The imeraction between two frequency components in the acoustic field can also
make estimates of time averaged intensity more difficult to obtain (example given in
Appendix A). The effec t of the interaction can be reduced by requiring 6001'» 1, where
doo is the separation between the frequencies.
2.6 Summary
Two methods of processing to obtain time averaged acoustic intensity, in the
frequency domain, and in the time domain, were reviewed. It was noted that the frequency
domain method was equivalent to a windowed process that assumes zero intensity outside
the measurement interval .
The measurement of acoustic intensity requires good phase resolution and suffers
from bias errors when the limits of phase resolution are exceeded. In general the demands
on phase resol ution increase at lower frequencies.
In the near field, the time interval to obtain a good estimate of average intensity
may depend on position. An example with spherical waves showed that in the near field
the statistical distribution of instantaneous intensity broadened as the distance to the source
decreased . As a result, longer measurement intervals were shown to be necessary in the
near field to obtain good estimates of mean intensity than in the far field.
It could be anticipated that a series of measuremen ts to establish the spatial
d istribution of acoustic intensity in thc near field of a source would contain a range of
errors. The challenge would be to decide whether the measurements portray the
dist ribution reasonably accurately.
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CHAPTER THREE
MAPPING ACOUSTIC INTENSITY
This chapter is concerned with how to measure the spatial distribution of time
averaged acoustic intensity in the near 1 eld. The main topic is a new procedure that was
developed for this purpose. ~his procedure provides a recipe for data collection. and also
8 numerical means of assessing the quality of the collected data.
Section 3.1 begins with an overview of other methods for mapping acoustic
intensity and discusses the motivation to develop a new method . The theoretical side of
the new method is covered in section 3.2. The actual mapping procedure is described in
section 3.3. The experimental testing and validation of the procedure is described in
section 3.4. Then, a numerical measure of reliability is demonstrated for intensity maps
generated by this method in section 3.5. The selection of averaging time for data
collect ion is covered separately in section 3.6.
The contents of this chapter have been summarized in Klein and Gulgne, [1995].
3.1 Mapping Procedures
Different procedure s have been suggested for mapping the spatial distribution of
acoustic intensity near a vibrating surface. Pressure has been phase referenced to surface
acceleration using a cross spectrum between a surface mounted accelerometer and a
mobile microphone [Petterson, 1979]. The one microphone was used to make all acoustic
measurements required to construct the desired acoustic intensity vectors. This approach
should have eliminated phase mismatch error from calculated intensity.
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A large planar array of microphones was placed in close proximity to a surface in
order to perform near field acoustic holography [Williams end Maynard. 1981]. Several
acoustic products were constructed, including thevector distribution of acoustic intensity.
Probably the most common method of mapping acoustic intensity consists of
sampling the intensity vector on a grid of regularly spaced points in a plane usingu
microphone pair with fixed spacing. Regardless of the method employed, the usual
objective is to determine the distribution of x.y and z components of intensity across a
plane.
We had experienced the effects of errors in anempting to map the spatial
distribution of acoustic intensity in the near field of a vibrating cantilever beam (e.g. I"'Or
reproducibility). Our measurement capability at the time was limited to two real time
acoustic intensity analyzers and Sl few microphones, which precluded measurements with
an accelerometer, and likewise with a microphone array. This situation provided the
incentive to develop a procedure to meet our needs. The procedure described in the
. sections to follow was developed with 3 requirements in mind (discussed below).
During the mapping process the grid point spacing may be reduced to sample the
intensity distribution on a finer scale. A mappi ng procedure should indicale when
sufficlenl sampling has been achieved.
Acoustic intensity describes energy flux crossing normal to a surface. Each
measurement should have a bounded nonna l surface area to which it applies. Let us
assume that the mapping plane lies in the x-y plane. For the z components nonn al to the
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mappingplane, the planecan besubdivided into equalareascentred on each measurement
location. The net fluxcrossing the planecan be then related to the z components and their
associated individual areas. However, the x and y intensity components all lie in the
plane. The sizes of the normal surface areas to which they apply is not so well defined,
A mappinK procedure should delineate th e boundar ies of the normal surfaces
assoda tcd with all the measured intensity components.
Near field measurements are very demanding on the measuring hardware's phase
resolution. Simultaneous measurement of several frequency bands with one fixed
microphonespacing introduces the possibility that phase resolution will be adequate for
some bauds and inadequate for other bands. It is also difficult to anticipate the required
microphone spacing because the phase difference between microphone locations is
unlikely to be a simple function of acoustic wavelength and microphone spacing, With
the possibility of poor phase resolution, a mapping procedu re should provide an
objec:live means of aues.,ing whether the measured intcnsity dist ribution is a close
facsimile of the actual distribu tion.
3.2 Approximations Using II Closed Surface
Consider a box, formed by the intersection of surfaces normal 10 six intensity
measurementspointing away from (Xo, Yo, 2.0) as shown in Fig, 3,J. This box will be
referred to as a "cell".
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f
~
b)
Figure 3.1: The intensity measurements associated witha cell. (a) Six unit vectors point
away from the interior point (xo,yo.z,,). (b) The surfaces normal to the unit vectors define
a cell.
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The x comJK.'nent of intensity is measured at (x.-6x12S.,z,,) and (x,,+6x12,y•.z,,). The Y
'component of intensity is measured at (x",y.-6yl2 ,zJ and (x" ,y.+6y/2.7,,). The z
component of intensity is measured at (x.S••7,,-.1.zI2) and (x...y~.7,,+.1.:zI2). With this
arrangement we will show that as the cell dimensions (.1.x•.1.y•.1.z.) are reduced,
i) the intensity component measured nonn al to the centre of each cell wall can be
related to the average intensity crossing that wail, and
ii) the six intensity components, each normal to one of the cell walls. can be
related to the components of the intensity vector at the centre of the cell.
Developing relationships between the intensity components, as described in i) and ii). will
allow us to use the "cell" as the basic building block for mapping intensity over an
extended surface.
Let 'fI(x, y, z) be the acoustic intensity vector.
+ (x , y , z ) . 1'~ (x , y , z ) 1 .. 1'T1x ,y, zl 3 ..+. lx, y ,z) k {l.l l
Consider the integral of the x component of lfI aeross one of the faces of the cell
parallel to the y-z plane. For example,
r,':;"'~
).;t' ..f~ +~IX."¥ ,y.Z ) dydz
4y 4Z
(3.2 1
The integrand is replaced with its Taylor' s expansion about point ("0, Yo, Zo)·
"'~ (x . y, z l • "' . (X•• y., z. ) .. (x - x . )~ "(Y-Y. ) .~ " ( Z-Z.I~ " . (3 .3 )
Performing the integration produces a series that contains the Taylor 's expansion of
If'.( ''o+tl.xI2,yo,Zo) about (lea, Yo, 7.0) with additional terms. The terms representing
'¥.(XO+tl.XI2,YI>OZO) have been collected i~ Eq.(3.4), followed by the lowest order tenn s in
tl.y and az.
From Eq.(3.4), approximating the average value of'P.(lea+.6.xI2,y,z) over the cell
wall at x=xo+tl.x12by If'.(Xo+tl.xI2,Yo,Zo) neglects terms of which the lowest order are,
The steps from Eq.'s (3.2) to (3.5) can be repeated to obtain the spatial average of the
intensity component nonna l to each of the other 5 cell walls (i.e. spatial averages for
'¥.(lea-.1.xI2,y,z), q\(x,Yo±f.yl2,z), and lY.(x,y,Zo±M12). In each case an equation similar
to Eq.(3.5) is obtained.
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Now the flux of 'f' leaving the cell. Ib«ll'
,..~ •..~
· ""11 • ,.J~ •.J¥ I +. CXo+¥ , y , z ) - +. (Xo-~ ' y, z) 1 dydz +
...¥ ...¥
•.J-¥ ..J;!{+, (x , Yo+¥, z) - +r (X,yo-¥. z) 1 dxd z +
...¥ ,.,¥ .
..J¥)!.; I +. tx , y ,z. +¥ l - +.(x,y,z,-~ ) 1 dxdy
will beapproximated as,
( 3 . 6 )
. ..11 ... ("y"z t +.I x,,+-T ,yo,lI:o) - +.tx,, -¥, y. , zo) } +
IoJUZ t +r 1x", yo+¥ ,z o) - +r1xo,Yo-¥.zo) } + (3. 7)
IoJUy I +.lx", yo,z.+¥ ) - +, lx.,yo. z.-¥ ) ) I
With the 6 equations of the form of Eq.(3.S) it can be shown that this approximation
neglects terms of order.
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The components of thevector 't' at thecentre of the cell will be approximated from,
t'. fX., y"ZII-{ lt. IX.·T ' YI , ZII • 'f'. lx. - T ' YI, zl})
..., IX.' YI , ZII-{ ' . ,I X.' Y,+!f' Z,} • f',Ix. , y,-¥.2 , I J {J . ' l
+. IX.,y" z, I-{'t'. fx.,y, .:r.. ¥ 1 • 'f'.f X.,y. ,z,-¥ I J
which. becauseof the anti symmetrYin theexpansions (Eq.(3.3» neglects terms of order,
f).lO I
respectively. Eq.'s (3.7) and (3.9) are the basic approximations used 10 develop an
intensity mapping procedure based on a closed surface. Since the point of evaluat ion of
the derivatives remains constant, these approximations should improve as Ax, ~y. or Az
decrease (l.e•• when cell dimensions are reduced).
3.3 MappiDg With . O Med SurfJlce
Th e mapping processbegins by establish ing an imaginary box which encloses the
. mapping plane of interest. Assumethe mapping surface to bea rectangle in the x-y plane.
This surface would be enclosed by a box like thai sho wn in Fig. 3.2, with width and
length much greater than depth. The objective is to part ition thebox into individual cells,
make measurements of intensity nonn alt o the cell walls and apply the approximat ions of
the previous section to construct the intensity vector at the centre of each cell . In the
beginning there is no infonnation to use to estab lish cell size. We begin by choosing an
arbitrary size.
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Figure 3.2: (a) A rectangular box comprised of mult iple cells. (b) An enlarged view of
one cell. Intensity measurements are made initially only on cell walls common to the
exterior of the box.
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Intensit y meas urements are made at regular ly spaced interva ls norma l to the
surface of the box. In Fig. 3.2 the measurem ents fonn a 5 by J grid pattern in the
horizontal plane. The~mcnt spacing acts to parti tion thebox into IS cells. The
boundaryof one of the cells is shown in the figure . Th e intensity measurements normal
to the box surface are used to estimate the n..o:t acoustic energy leaving the box. Then,
keeping the overall box dimensions constant, the number of cells are increased, by adding
additional rneesurement locations at regular intervals on the exterior of the box . This
reduces cell size .
Each time the number of ce lls is increased, the apparent net flux leaving the box,
~1lCt l'hI>.' is calculated using the approximation in the previous sect ion. where N is the
number of exterior cell surfaces.
(3 .111
A, equals the area of the ith cell face on the surface of the box, and ('P -..1 equals the
intensi ty measured nonnal to A;. In addition, thesum of apparent abso lute flux. ¢l _
is calcula ted.
(3. 12 1
A lossles s fluid mediumis assumedwith no sources enclosed by the box. The net
flux of acoustic intensity out of the box should be zero. In the absence of measurement
errors . the decision that an adequately small cell size resohnion has been achieved is based
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on the expe.ctation that the apparent net flux tends to zero with decreasing cell size while
the total absolute flux tends to a constant value. This is taken to indicate that sufficient
sampling of the flux crossing the surfaces has been achieved.
The effect of positioning erro rs and measurement errors require that the decis ion
making process also include ,
(3 . 13)
where 0", is the measured standard deviation of ('t' lurfocc); . Once cell size is established.
measurements of the components nonna l to the interior cell walls are made to construct
the intensity vector at the centre of each cell.
3.4 Experi mental Validation
The described mappi ng procedure was tested near the surface of a vibrating
cantilever beam in a room with finished walls anJ ce iling, and a concrete floor. The
experimental setup is shown in Fig. 3..3 'including cantilever dimensions and reference
coordinate axes. The cantilever was excited at its third beam bending mode frequency of
315.0 Hz, Measurements of acoustic intensity were made with a BrUel and Kjrer Sound
Intensity Analyzer System Type 3360 using a matched pai r of type 4181 microphones and
a 50 nun spacer. Two data sets were collected. The first set was the acoustic intensity
measured according to the described procedure (construction of intensity vector
components at the centre of each cell from measurements made normal to the cell walts).
This data set is identified using the subscript CSIM (Closed Surface Intensity Mapping).
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Figure 3.3: The experimental setup. (a) Cantilever dimensions (in mm) and coordinate
axes . (b) Photograph of typical measurement configuration. Two microphon es (A) were
separated by a 50 nun space r (B). The line joining the micro phones defined the direction
of measurement (C) above the cantilever beam.
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The second data set consisted of direct measurements of the three imensity components
at the centre of each cell. A comparison was then made between the acoustic intensity
vector that the mapping procedure constructed at each cell centre (CSIM) and the vector
actually measured at cell centre. For both data sets, time averaged acoustic intensity was
collected in third octave b!l;Rds by the intensity analyzing system using a 16 second
averaging time constant. Ten samples of time averaged intensity in the 315 Hz third
octave band,collected 16 seeonds apart were used to calculate a mean and standard
deviation for each intensity measurement. Alignment of acoustic probe position and
orientation was done manually. The data sets were collected over a period of 7 days.
Measurements were repeatedwhen excessive external noise or floor vibration occurred,
or excessive variation occurred in cantilever vibration amplitude. Variability occurred in
cantilever vibration levels due to slight sagging of the exciter support. Averagecantilever
acceleration amplitude varied no more than about ± 7 % for the accepted intensity
measurements.
The mapping plane was located 65 mm above the surface of the cantilever. This
wasthe lowestaltitude above the cantilever that could be achieved with the acoustic probe
spacing while allowing for z direction measurements. A box height of 10 rom wasused.
The bottom of the box was locatedat z=60 mmand the top of the box at r:70 rom. The
x-y coordinates of the comers of the box were (98,41). (98.t63), (551,41), and (551,163)
mm. The CSIM (Closed Surface Intensity Map) wasinitially begunwith a coarse grid of
N.=3 ( 3 cells in the x direction) by N,=3 ( 3 cells in the y direction). After all the
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intensity components normal to the box wen: meastD'Cd, the grid was divided in the x
direction increasing N. 10 5 and the missing normal intensity components measured. lbe
gad was again divided in the x direct ion increasing N. 10 9 and the missing nonna!
intensity components measured. Tp~le 3.1 lists the parameters that were calculated at the
completion of measuring the int~ity components nonna! to the box surface for each
grid.
From Table 3.1. the swn of absolute flux out of the box stabilised once the
number of grid points reached N.o;9. The net flux leaving the box remained close to zero
for all 3 grids and always remained below the flux calculated with standard deviations.
N, was not increased because it had been observed in a previous test that increasing N,
to 5 did nothave a significant effect on the decision parameters (minimal variation of 'I'
in y direction).
With the final grid established, the missing intensity components defining the
. Table 3.1 Surface component lnfon lll tioa venus grid size.
N. N, pwans ~Watts ~Wans
3· 3 0.039 0,057 2.70
5 3 0.004 0.089 3.36
9 3 -0.025 0.092 3.57
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individual cell waIlswerethenmeasured.Theeompcnents of the intensity vector er the
centre of each cell werecalculated using Eq.(3.9).
Direct measuremenl of intensity componentsat the centre of each cell took place
in parallel with CSI M measurements.Consequently, both data sets were collected 0 '0'"
approximatelythesame lime frame. Severalstatisticallests (e.g. linear regression,paired
difference)were applied to the collecteddata to evaluate how well theCSIM methodhad
estimated the:intensity vector measured at cell centre. The linear regression results will
be presented here. The results of the other tests were satisfactory. (Appendix B tabulates
and compares the two data sets, and shows the results of a paired difference test.)
Linear regression wasused to obtain a linear relation of the form, 't' colnIooooIby l"Sl""
- 8''f'_ + b. The x, y and z components were analyzed separately, with N - 27
pairsforeach component. The linearregressionresults are given in lite Table 3.2(r is the
correlation coefficient). Fig. 3.4 illustrates the paired data for each vector eomponentand
the line of best fit
Tab le 3.2 Linear regression rnults
Component
1.0523
0.8426
0.9746
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1.2406
0.0519
-1.1837
0.989
0.965
0.999
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Figure 3.4: Comparison of intensitycomponents atcell centre;calculated by CSIMversus
actualmeasurement. a} X component; b) Y component; c) Z component.
All measurements areinunits off.1W/m1.
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The correlation coefficients for all three components lie within 3.5 % of unity
. (worst ease) indicating the relationships are predominantly linear. The relationships for
the x and z components bothshow near unity gain and a small bias. The relation for the
y compo nent shows negligible bias but a gain below unity. The clustering of much of the
y compo nent data near zero, between -5 and 5 J.lW/m2 limited the usefulness of estimates
with linear regression. A larger spread in magnitude, like the x or z components would
have been preferable.
Nonetheless, the statistical analyses indicated the method was produ cing reasonably
good es timates of the vector intensity distribu tion. Fig. 3.5 (upper graph) shows the
intensity vector distribution estimated by CSlM on a linear scale. The arrows extending
from each cell centre indicate the magnitude of each component. From symmetry
considerations, it was expected that the intensity vector distribution should be symmetric
about the centre line of the cant ilever. This quality is indeed present in Fig. 3.5. The
standard deviation associated with each component is similarly illustra ted on the same
scale (lowe r graph). They appear as dots indicating relatively sma ll variations were
observed during data collection.
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Figure 3.5: The acoustic inlen sity distri bution calculated by CSIM (single frequency
excita tion, 50 mm microphone spacing). The acoustic intensity distribu tion (upper graph)
and corresponding standard deviations (lower graph) are both presented on the same linear
scale wilh arrow length proport ional to amplitude. Coordinates are in nun,
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3.5 A Numerical Measu re of Reliabili ty
A measure of reliability of the estimated vector distribution i ~ obtained by
recognizing that each cell in the box form s a closed surface. The apparent net flux out (If
each cell should ideally be zero but the approximations introduce errors. The sum of the
appar ent flux CIlcell leaving t~e jth cell is given in Eq.(3.14).
(3. 14)
AUis the area of the ith wall of the jth cell. lJIjj is the intensity measured nonnal to A~.
If the approximations used by the method are good at the final cell dimensions,
then the typical net flux leaving each cell should besmall compared to the level of flux
enter ing and leaving the box. This ratio, denoted u, is formalized in Eq.(3. 1S}.
( 3 .15 )
The physicalslgnlflcance of (l is interpreted to be the typical no s acous tic intensity
from a fictitious source enclosed by a ce ll, normalized to the sum of absolute intensity
entering or leaving the box. The fictitious source is introduced by the effect of
approximations and errors in measurement, and by the assumption of stationarity which
ignores net changes in the acoustic field that actually occur over the time frame for
comp leting all the measurements.
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As anindication of reliability, a should be small. Beingdimensionless, it canbe
thought of as the percentage error in the data used to construct the intensity map. A
nominal acceptancevalue for Cl would be0.1 if discrepancies of 10% could be tolerated.
Several examplesfollowto illustrate the use of 11.
Two mappings similar to that of Fig. 3.5 were doneusing the same distribution
of gridpoints, similar force excitation. andsimilardata collectionparameters. Table 3.3
lists the datacollectionparameters for these experiments.
T a ble 3.3 Summary of da ta ~ollection pa rameten
Figure # 3.5 3.6 3.7
Excitation frequency (Hz) 315.0 314.0 315.0
Microphone spacing (mm) 50 12 12
Averaging time constant (sec) 16 16
Length of time series (points) 10 10 10
Boxheight (mm) 10 10 10
Mapping plane height(mm) 65 35 35
Alpha (0.) 0.040 0.055 0.147
The main differencetonote for Fig.'s 3.6 and 3.7is that themicrophonepair spacingwas
only 12 mm for these mappings, and the height of the mapping planewas 35 nun.
Hardwarephaseresolutionwas notalwaysadequate toresolve the phase difference
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over 12 nun. When phaseresolution was inadequate, measurements appeared stable for
minutes, even hours and then reversedsign. The change in sign identified the problem to
be related to the phaseresolution. (Separate measurements showed the phase difference
over 12 mm was only 0.2 degrees in a typical case.)
Fig.' s 3.6 and 3.7 illustrate the results of the two mappings with 12 mm
microphone spacing. Again the errors were small relative to the magnitude of the
measured components. The ratioa calculated from eachcase is given in Table 3.3. Fig.
3.5. with its quality established fromthe earlier data comparison exhibits good symmetry
about the cantilever centreline and has an a of 0.040, Examination of Fig,' s 3.6 and 3.7
will show that Fig, 3.6 is more symmetric about the cantilever centre line than Fig, 3.7
(particularly in the y components). This diffe rence in symmetry is indicated in the value
of a, 0.05 5 for Fig. 3.6 versus 0.147 for Fig. 3.7. With a maximumacceptance value of
0.1 for a, the mappings that generated Fig.ts 3.5 and 3.6 would be accepted but not the
mapping that generated Fig. 3.7.
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Figure 3.6: An acoustic intensity distribution calculated by CSIM (single frequency
excitation. 12mm microphone spacing).
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Figure 3.7: A second acoustic intensity distribution calcuJated by CSIM (single freq uency
excitation, 12 nun microphone spacing).
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Intensity mappings (Fig .'s 3.8 and 3.9) in the 125 Hz frequency band were made
. for two similar size cantilever specimens. A smoo th cantilever provided the data for all
figures but Fig. 3.8. A cantilever with a fine notch across its width was used for Fig. 3.8.
The effect of the notch was minor. shifting the natural frequencie s by less than 2%. The
data co llection parameters were the same for both mappings and are listed in Table 3.4 .
These mappings used a coarser grid of points (N,=5) and involved smaller intens ity
magnitudes (typica lly by an order of magnitude) than the previous examples. Like the
mappings of the 315 Hz band with 12 mm microphone spacing. phase resolution was
sometimes marginal in the 125 Hz band using a 50 nun microphone spacing.
Table 3.4 Summary of dat a collection parameten
Excitation frequ ency (Hz) 60 to 720 to 60 continuous
Microphone spacing (nun) 50
Averag ing time constant (sec) 32
Length of time series (points) . 20
Box height (nun) 10
The relative size of the standard errors (not shown) was small (typica lly less than 5%) for
both Fig .' s 3.8 and 3.9.
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Figure 3.8: An acousti c intensi ty distribution calculated by CSIM (multiple frequency
excitatio n, 50 mm microphone spacing).
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Figure 3.9: An acoustic intens ity distribu tion calcu lated by CSIM (multiple frequenc y
excitation. SO nun microphone spacing).
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Table 3.5 lists the different fluxes calculated during thc mappings for Fig.'s 3.8 and 3.9.
Table 3.5 Values of tbe different flun s calculated during the mappings
Fig B""d Grid L( 't' l.urfxe);Ai 1:1a M l: 1('I'•••,_l,A, 1
• Hz N. N, .W . W .W
3.8 125 -0.004 0 .028 0.432
-0.016 0.022 0.399
3.9 125 ·0.049 0.015 0.156
·0.019 0.0 14 0.149
3.10 250 0.001 0.001 0.013
0.001 0.001 0.015
For Fig. 3.8, II: (If'~;A;1 < I: (a ;A;) « I: l('I'burf..JAd and Ct was calculated to
be 0.099. The mapping of Fig . 3.8 is mostly synunetric about the cantileve r centre line.
Th e symmetry of Fig . 3.8 is reflected in an a value at the limit of acceptability. By
comparison Figure 3.9 is far from symmetric. For Fig. 3.9.!I:(lf'J.Jotf...)jAI I 1-I: (CJjA;) «
E I('¥.uurr..JjAI I and a was calculated to be 0.240, well outside the limit o f acceptubility.
Lastly , Fig. 3.10 illustrates the intensity in the 250 Hz band collected
simultaneously with that of Fig. 3.9. The intensity magnitudes in this mapp ing may bean
order of magnitude smaller than in the 125 Hz mapping but this mapping is reasonably
symmetric (one lack of symmetry in the y component at (108,153» . For this mapping,
from Table 3.5, II: (If'.uurr..J,A;1 = I: (GIAV « I: I('t'.I.s.."....);Aj I and a was calculated to
be 0.056. inside the limit of acceptability. These examples suggest that the value of a is
insensitive to the scale of component magnitudes in a mapp ing and is capable of
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discriminatingbetween good and poor intensitymappings.
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Figure 3.10: An acoustic intensitydistribution calculatedby CSIM (multiple frequency
excitation, SO rom microphone spacing),
One additional comment is required to complete the discussion of the CSIM
mappingprocedure. It may nothave beenimmediately apparent duringthe discussion of
intensity mappings with a 50 mm microphone spacing, that the 10 mm depth of the
imaginarybox was small relativeto the microphonespacing. A small box depth was a
compromiseto place the mapping plane as close to the beam's surface as possible. A
verticalcell height muchless thanthe microphone spacingmade the tacit assumption that
the z intensitycomponent varied almost linearly in the z directionover the height of a
cell, which seemsto have beenborne out experimentally. It also introducedmorerelative
uncertaintyin the spatialpositionsof thetop and bottom cell walls for the mappings with
a 50 mm microphone spacing thanfor themappings with the smaller12 mm microphone
spacing.
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3.6 A"eragi ng Time
To determine the averaging time to use in practice. the microphone pair was
placed at a point in the mapping plane oriented to measure intensity normal to the
vibrating surface. Using a small time constant value, between 10 and 20 samples of time
averaged intensity (spaced one averaging time constant apart) were collected for each
frequency band of interest. The mean and standard deviations were calculated, the time
constant value doubled and data collection repeated. It was expected that il mappable
frequency band would exhibit a mean value that stabilized with increasing time constant
and a standard deviation that decreased with increasing time constant . A mean to standard
deviation ratio greater than 10 was taken to indicate that an adequate minimum value for
the averaging time constant had been reached. This process was then repeated at two other
points in the plane. With the number of samples in the timeserie s and the averaging time
constant established, the described mapping methodology could then be carried our.
Tab le 3.6 O bserved int ensity statisti cs 'VCfS US measurem ent interval
Total Time Position t Position 2 Position 3
Interval Constant fJ.W/m2 fJ.W/m2 I-lW/ml
(sec) (sec) Mean Std De'; Mean Std Dev Mean Std Dev
80 -3.39 0.80 -4.40 0.65 0.308 0.073
160 -3.36 0.56 -4.49 0.21 0.355 0.052
320 16 -3.13 0.38 -4.49 0.28 0.340 0.033
640 32 -3.49 0.27 -4.40 0.18 0.333 0.0 15
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Table 3.6 shows theobserved statistics that determined the measurem ent time
interval for the mapping shown in Fig. 3.8. The time series co nsisted of 20 samples of
expon ential ly averaged intensity using a 4, 8. 16 or 32 second time constan t, In this case
the mean value at eac h positio n was consistent with an 8 second tim e constant, but a 32
secondtime const ant was required (0 achieve a mean to standar d devi ation ratio greater
than l O in al l 3 pos itions.
3.7 Summary
The method presented in this chapte r was developed as a recipe for mappin g the
spatial distri bution of time averaged acoustic intensity. It used the physics of a closed
surface to assess the accura cy of the experime ntal data by exami ning how well the data
satis fied Gauss' s law. Themethod wasdesigned to indicate when suffi cient measurements
have been collected, ensure that the surface areas associated with each inte nsity
measurement were well defined, and provide a quantita tive means of assessing whether
the ca lculated spat ial distri bution of intensity was an accura te represe ntation of the
aco ustic field. It was app lied to thenear field of a canti lever beamand experi mentally
validated. Several exam ples demonstrated an ability to accep t good intens ity mappings and
reject poor ones.
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CHAPTER FO UR
ACOUSTIC IST ENSIn" FROM PRESSURE TRANSFER FUNCTIONS
During the program to develop acoust ic methods to mon itor the mech::lJl ical
behavio ur of structures, measurements of 8COUSIic pressure were effectively being
dup licated, perhaps unnecessarily. Two microphones and a sow1d intensity analyur were
used to map the spatial distributi on of intensity in 113octave bandsabove a cantilever
beam. Then with a dual channel signal analyzer, one of the microp hones and a force
transducer (measuring excita tion to the beam) were usedto construct PTF' s (pressure
transfer funct ions) for estimating the beam' s modal parameters. On paper it seemed
possible to construct acoustic intensity from the same PTF ' s used for modal parameter
estimates (see section 4.1) and eliminate the need for separa te sound ,intensity
measurements. An experime nt was devised to compare acoust ic intens ity measured with
the sound intensity analyzer and that calculated with PTF' s (section 4.2). The
experimental testing ident ified limitationS associated with frequency resolution (section
4.3) and phase resolution (section 4.4). A(.c:rthe recipe for acoust ic intensity from PTf ' s
was established, it became apparent that the intensity calculated from PTF' s and that
measured with the sound intensity analyzer emphasized different regions of the frequen cy
spectrum (sect ion 4.5).
4.1 Relating Acoustie Intensity To Pressur e Tr.nsfn Fund ioRS
It was shO\NI1 in chapler 2 that the spectra l contribution to time averaged acoustic
intensity at angu lar frequenc y Woo was,
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'f11l!T" ti};aIm[X. lmIX;(ml] (t .l)
where X,,(m)is the rothspectral coefficientof a OFTof p,,(t)correspondingto frequency
CJ)m ' If both sides of our expressionare divided by some real nu mber, say R, then,
Uwill be assumed that there is one point force f(t), whichcauses a mechanicalsystem to
radiate the acoustic field P(t). We chooseR " I F(rn) I 2, where F(rn) is the rnth spectral
coefficientof the OFT of f(t). Then we have,
---.---- _> [X. lmlX;(ml ]TF1'iiiiT''' w:;p:aIm~
Using I F(m) I 2 =F·(m)·F(rn), we can write,
---.---- . -a I.[x,(m, [x.'(" ]']lF1i1ifT' w;p:a ""Y{iii/"'PTiiiT
( 4 . 3)
( 4 . 4 )
We recognizeX,,(m)lF(m), Xp(m)IF(m) as thetransferfunctionsbetweenacoustic pressure
and the applied force, correspondingto points A and B respectively.
Eq.(4.4) assumes a causal relation between force and pressure. It may happen in
practice that thesound field is composed of two pressurefields, one the result of force
applied to a mechanicalsystem, the other a result of some unrelated process. We can
coherently averagewith respect to the applied force to minimize the contributionto the
transfer function by the extraneoussoundcomponentusingone of the standardprocessing
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functions available on a dual channel signal analyzer,
14. 51
which is the average of N cr~ss spectra between force and pressure, G,.p(oo..), divided by
the averageofN autospectra of force Gu(oo,.}. Then we have,
14 .6 }
Eq.(4.6) assumes '¥(m) represents the component of intensity caused by f(t). It will be
assumed that the mechanicalsystemand surroundingacousticenvironment do not change.
Then the pressure transfer function estimates should be time invariant and
'fI(m)/ I F(m) I 2 should have some characteristicvalue at each 00.. .
4.2 Experimental Comparison With Measured Intensity
Acoustic intensity measured directly with a microphone pair was compared with
acoustic intensity reconstructed from PTF's and the applied force spectrum. The smooth
cantilever beamdescribedin chapter 3 wasdriven by a point force to generate the sound
field. The surroundings were fixed, keeping the acoustic environment static. It was
therefore assumed that the PTF's were time independent.
The comparison was facilitated by multiplyingequation (4.6) by I F(m) I 2 to
obtain,
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. . ]~' ) ' E (Gf.p,(w. I } IE (Gi.~ (w.I ) ,'I'i1lIT " - m Im , ., , . ,
wJ> ...---
• ~(G,. ~(w..n, t ICr" lc.l..n,
(4. 7 )
The left hand-side is the net acoustic intensityat frequency rom measured with PA{I)and
Pu(t). The right hand side is the spectral product at frequency rom of. the PTF between
force and PA(t)•.the PTF between force and PD(t), and the squared magnitude of force .
Clearly 'f'(m) and F(m) must be measured over the same interval [O,TJ.
The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 4.1. A microphone pair was suspended
above the cantilever. The microphonesignals were available to a Broel and Kjaer 3360
Sound Intensity Analyzer and to a Bruel and Kjaer 2032 Dual Channel Signal Analyzer .
The force signal wasfed to the Dual Channel Signal Analyzer. With this setup the transfer
functions between pressure and force were measured by the Dual Channel Signal
Analyzer. Then at some later time , acoustic intensity was time averaged by the Sound
Intensity Analyzer while the spectrum of applied force was collected by one channel of
the Dual Channel Signal Analyzer. For this latter measurement. both systems were
manuall y trigg ered to record over the same time interval. A comparison was then mad e
between the intensity measured by the sound intensity analyzer and that calculated with
equation (4.7) using the measured PTF' s, and the measured force spectrum.
4.3 Freqaency Rew lution CODsideration s
Early tests measured PTF 's with 2 Hz frequency resolution over a frequency
interval that included the fourth beam bending mode at 801 Hz.
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Figure 4.1: Experimental setup for measuring pressure transfer functions and radiated
acoustic intensity.
Figure 4.2: Comparison of calculated andmeasured intensity near (+) and
off (0) resonance.
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Then single frequency excitation was used to excitt the beam near the fourth mode for
simultaneous measurements of time averaged acoustic intensity and the spectrum of
applied force.
Six separate PTF' data sets had been collected for the same location and intensity
direction. Intensity and force measurements occurred twice, once with excitation at 796
Hz (off resonance) and once at 800 Hz (ncar resonance). The ratio in dB
( IO·Log('Pr.J"¥.....» is plotted in Fig. 4.2 for each PTF data set Wid both excitation
frequencies. Fig. 4.2 shows that lJIcole: underestimated lJI..... by 4 to 10 dB near resonance
but estimated '1-'..... within 2 dB off resonance.
Simultaneous measwements were continued (single frequency excitation) to
compare calculated and measured intensity with proximity to the fourth mode natural
frequency. The same ratio (10-Log(lJI...."P.....»is plotted in Fig. 4.3 to show the variation
with frequency between directly measured intensity and that reconstructed from the
instantaneous force spectra and the PTF's (still 2 Hz frequency resolution). Fig. 4.3 also
shows the force level as a function of frequency. The amount of disagreement seemed
correlated to the separation between the excitation frequency and resonance (801 Hertz)
and possibly the force level. A small experiment conducted at fixed excitation frequency
(810 Hz) examined the effect of force level. The ratio in dB (10'Log('PJI'_» is
plotted in Fig. 4.4 versus the force level in dB flO'Log(ForceJ 1N», The results suggested
force level wasn' t a major contributor to the previous descrepancy. Attention was
therefore directed to the effects of frequency resolution.
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Figure 4.3: Variation with proximity to natural frequency. (0) Ratio >:If'...I'Y.-;
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. Figure 4.4: Ratio of calculated to measured acoustic intensity versusforce level.
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In the development of the cross spectral fonnula tion for intensity (chapter 2) the
continuous Fourier spectrum was approximated by a discrete Fourier series. In a natura l
frequency region, the frequency resolution of the discrete series needs to be small enough
10 replicate the rapid amplitude change with frequency of the continous spectrum. The
data in Fig. 4.3 suggested an examination of the ability of the 2 Hz frequency resolution
PTF to replicate spectrum shape near resonance.
New PTF's were collected (same location) with 0.25 Hz frequency resolu tion.
Fig. 4.5 compares magni tudes at common frequencies for 2 Hz and 0.25 Hz resolutio n
PTF' s. While the spectral coefficients at the two resolutions were similar to either side
of resonance , between 798 and 802 Hz the coarser 2 Hz resolution spectrum had
smoothed out the peak. This result suggested that insufficient PTF frequency resolution
prevented proper replication in the natural frequency region causing measured and
calculated intensities to differ.
4.4 Ph ase Resolulion Consider ations
To further improve PTF frequency resolution, PTF 's were collected at 0.125 Hz
resolution (i n addition to the 0.25 Hz PTF's). The compariso n of calculated and measured
intensity was repeated. Table 4.1 lists the results.
The acoustic intensity constructed from PTF's with 0.25 Hz resolution showed
improved agreement with measured intensity, but not that constructed using 0.125 Hz
resolution PTFs. Finer frequency resolution had only mitigated the amount of
disagreement some of the time.
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Figure 4.5: Effect of frequency resolution on pressure transfer function amplitud e: near
(0) 0.25 Hz; (+) 2 Hz.
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Figure 4.6: The corre lation of phase difference with the ratio between calculated and
measured acoustic intensity. (0) Z = 'I'wII'.....; (+) Z - sin(phasc difference).
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Table 4.1 Aeoustie intensity eonstrueted from pressure transfer fundioDs witb finer
(requeoey resolution
Freq 10"Log,c('t'wIP-l
Hz M=O.2~ Hz M=O.125 Hz
196
198
800
802
804
1.1
0.2
-0.3
0.4
-0.6
1.4
·2.0
-2.0
0.5
-4.9
It was then noted that the amount of error correlated with the phase difference between
PTF' s. Fig. 4.6 illustrates the correlation of t O'Log('t'wtP_ l. with the sine of the phase
difference between PTF's for yet another set of 0.125 Hz resolution PTF's .
It was unkn own whether potential differences between fh.~ two hardware systems
could produce an error corre lated with phase. Therefore a comparison was made between
cross spectral acoustic intensity measured with the Dual Channel Signal Analyzer and
acoustic intensity measured with the Sound Intensity Analyzer. Both systems were
connected to the same microphone pair and calibrated. Both systems were trigge red
manually to measure intensity over the same 8 second time interval to within
approximately a third of a second. The cantilever was excited for most measuremen ts at
a single frequency. For one comparison a broad band excitation was used. The result s are
given in Table 4.2. The agreement removed any doubts about differences between
hardware, showing the two measurement methods to be equivalent. The data also provided
insight into the source of the error.
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Tabl e 4.2 Comp ari son of acoustic inten sity measurement method s
Freq. (Hz) to Log(\f'SjPu.~(pW/ml» 10 Log(\f'lft'.....ityA~(pW/m~)
795. 17.6 77.6
796. 76.8 77.0
797. 75.9 76.1
798. 74.2 74.4
799. 73.5 73.7
800. 73.6 73.7
801. 72.2 72.3
802. 70.7 71.0
803. 68.6 68.7
804. 67.9 68.1
80S. 68.4 68.S
780.820<'-) 72.4 72.3
The phase difference between microphones taken from the cross spectrum of the
dual signal channe l analyzer varied smooth ly with frequency across the region of natural
frequency whereas the phase d ifference calculated from PTF' s did not. The two sets of
phase difference should have been in agreement. Since the acoustic pressures would reach
their peak values near resonance , the lack of agreement suggested the force signal during
PTF measurements was too small in the region of natural frequency to reliably establish
the force-pressure phase difference .
To examine the influence of force level, PTF's were collec ted at 0.125 Hz
resolution with a similar force level to that previously used. Then the measurement was
repeated with an approximat ely IS dB larger force level. Last ly, the cross spectrum of the
pressures wasmeasured at several frequencies unde r single frequency excitation to provide
an estimate of the true phase dif ference. The phase differe nces from both sets of PTF' s
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Figure 4.7: Phase difference; cross spectrumversus pressure transfer functions.
(solid) cross spectrum; (dash-dot) low force PTF's; (dashed) raised force PU's.
and the pressure cross spectrumare plotted versus frequency in Fig. 4.7. At 798.800. 803
and 804 Hz, the PTF's collected with the lower force level showed smaller phase
differences than the pressure cross spectrum,by at least 50 %. The phasedifference from
the PTF' s collected at the raised force level agreed reasonably well with that of the
pressure cross spectrum everywhere except at 800 Hz. It was concluded that the previous
lack of agreement was a result of insufficient force signal during PTF measurements. The
remedy wassimply to raise the force level to obtain a better estimate of phase difference.
The comparisonof measured and calculatedintensity was repeated. PIF' s were collected
at the higher force level. As before. the instantaneous force spectrum was collected during
the intensity measurement. In most cases a continous sine sweep was used to generate a
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force signal with frequency content spanning the 1/3 octave band of interest of the Sound
Intensity Analyzer. Measurements of the PTF's and acoustic intens ity were made in the
800 Hz band at two positions above the cantilever beam. Additiona l measureme nts of the
PTF' s and acoustic intensity were made in the 315 Hz band at one position above the
cantilever beam. The 315 H~ band encompassed the third beam bending mode natural
frequency . Tabl e 4.3 tabu lates the results of the compariso n. The agreeme nt between
calculated and measured intensity was now satisfactory, typica lly within 0 .5 dB (12 %).
Thi s agreement occurred with some PTF' s that had been measured 3 to 6 days before the
intensity and force spectra were measured.
Table 4.3 AcousUc intensily calculated from pressur e tra nsfer functions venus
measur ement
Freq. Range
780-820 @0.33Hz
780·820 @ I Hz
770·840 @ I Hz
780·820 @ 0.5 Hz
780·820 @ 0.5 Hz
770·830 @ 0.7 Hz
805 Hz
375-425@ 0.8 Hz
375-425@ 0.5 Hz
10 Log('P ...I(p WJrn1»
72.3
73.2
70.6
72.5
79.7
78.4
74.2
65.3
64.6
10 Log('+'..,../(pWJm1»
72.6
73.1
70.4
72.1
80.0
79.0
74.9
65.9
64.9
4.5 The Normalization of Acoustic Intensily From Pr essur e Trans fer Funct ions
In Eq.(4.6), the spectral intensity is normalized to the square magnitude of applied
force. This normalization emphasizes the natural frequency region, where a little force can
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generate substantial acoustic energy. This emphasis is illustrated in Fig. 4.8 which shows
a 30 Hz wide window of mean acoustic intensity (solid line) calculated from PTF's
measured aboveanother cantilever beam. The calculated intensity reaches a maxima at the
cantilever' s 5th beam bending mode located at 1323 Hz.
The dotted curves plot the upper and lower error bounds on the mean value. The
PTF spectra were collected as a time series to obtain the statistics of the real and
imaginary parts of each PTF as a function of frequency. The bounds were calculated by
considering the possible pennutations introduced by changing the real or imaginary parts
of the PTF' s by their corresponding standard deviation.
19 .4r-- - - - - - - - - - --,- - --- - - -,
~114 . 5
1317 1323
Frequency (Hz)
1335
Figure 4.8: Acoustic intensity constructed from pressure transfer functions in the region
of the fifth bending mode.
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One aspect that was not fuHy appreciated al the onset of tests, was the dilTerent
emphasis with frequency, between acoustic intensity from PTF' s versus acoustic intensity
measured directly using random noise excitation with a flat amplitude spectrum. In the
first case, the use ofPTF' s produced an intensity calculated for a flat force spectrum of
unit amplitude. In the second case the signal to the amplifier driving the exciter had equal
spectral energy at all frequencies and the hardware was expected to generate an
approximately flat force spectnun.
Fig. 4.9 shows the intensity measured directly using a Dual Channel Signal
Analyzer with the same microphone positions as Fig. 4.8 and a flat random noise
spectrum 10 the exciter amplifier. The spectrum in Fig. 4.9 peaked at 1305 Hz, 18 Hz
below the natural frequency and the spectral peak in Fig. 4.8.
Acoustic intensity from PTFs peaks at the natural frequency because the PTF's
peakat the natural frequency, Any hardware limitations in applying a unifonn force have
been eliminated by the normalization. Fig. 4.10 shows the amplitude of one of the PTFs
collected above the beam peaking at the 5th mode natural frequency, 1323 Hz.
Without the nonnaliza tion, the applied force spectrum was sufficie ntly uneven
(even with a flat noise speetrum to the exciter amplifier) to shift the region of maximum
intensity measured directly , away from the natural frequency. Figure 4.11 shows the
applied force spectrum on both linear and logarithmic scales. The force spectrum had a
maxima at 1300 Hz and a minima at 1323 Hz. (This force spectrum shape was typical for
other natural frequency regions too.)
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Figure 4.9: Acoustic intensity from pressure cross spectrum in the region of the fifth
bending mode. In unitsof nW/m1.
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Figure 4.10: Pressure transfer function in the region of the fifth bending mode. In units
of PaIN.
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Figure 4.11: Force power spectrum in the region of the fifth bending on a linear (up per
graph) and logarithmic (lower graph) scale. In units o f mN1 and dB re 1 Nl •
The cantilever was a very lightly damped system. Approaching resonance
frequency the beam's apparentstiffness decreased rapidlyreachinga minima at resonance.
Beyond resonance the stiffness reco vered with frequency. The exciter amplifier and
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mechanical exciter were supposed to generate an approximately flat force spectrum, but
apparently could not adjust to the varied stiffness around the resonance region. Physically,
near reso nance, the beam would yield without substantial resistance. The exciter cou ld not
generate much force by pushing something that yielded almost com pletely without
pushing back. Consequently the regiono f maximum intensity occurred where the product
of the force and PTF spectra peaked, at a frequency below the beam's natura l frequency.
4.6 Summ l ry
Overall, the construction of acoust ic intensity from PTF's was successful. The
PTF's had to be measured with a frequency resolution fine enough to provide a good
estimate ofthe true spectral shape in the natural frequency regions. Equally important, the
phase of the PTF's had to beaccura te. At the natural frequencies, although the pressure
signal levels might be adequate, the force signal could be small. This resulted in poor
estimate s of the phase difference between pressure and force. The cure was simply to raise
the force level.
Acoustic intensity constructed from PTF's was normalized with respect to applied
force. Th is normalization emphasized the natural frequency regions where a little force
generated substantial power. Without this normalization, measured acoustic intensity
became the product of both the mechanical response of the system and the shape of the
force spectrum . In the case of the cantilever beam, mechanical limitations produced
uneven force spectra causing the peaks in the acoustic intensity spectra to lie below the
true natural frequencies.
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CHAPTER FIVE
MODELLING T HE CANTILEVER BEAM
The samecantilever beam had been used 10generatethe acoustic field for testing
the closed strl BCe intensity mapping method (chapter 3) and then for testing the
construction of acousticinte'!sityfrom pressuretransfer functions (chapter4) . Noneof the
analytical work, however, had described the actual generation of the acoustic field. It
seemed that a worthwhile next step wou ld be the characterization of the acoustic field
from the beam. This required a description of the vibration response of the beam.
In this chapter, a model is developed10describe the observedvibratio n of a fixed-
free beam. Section 5.1 begins witha reviewof Euler-Bernoulli beam theory . Structural
damping is introducedinto the differential equat ion ofmotionby letting Young's modulus
become complex. Additional damping is introduced with an equivalent viscous damping
term . It is shown that the damped vibration response can be expressed in terms o f real
eigenvalues and complex eigenfrequencies. The limitations of Euler-Bernoulli theory are
then reviewedinsection 5.2. Experimental measurementsof thebeam's vibration response
had to be analyzed to obtain values for the eige nfrequencies. The method of analysis is
described in section 5.3. Examples of the beam's experimental vibration response nrc
presented, the Euler-Bernoulli modes identified and the modal damping ra tios obta ined
in section 5.4. YOWlg'S modulus for the beam is established from the observed
eigenfrequencics in section5.5, completing the modelof thebeam for the lower modes.
Modelled behaviour is then compared with observedvibrationresponse in section 5.6.
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5.1 Dam prd Ra ponsc Buc ci On Euler-Bemoulli Bu m ntory
We are interest ed in the vibratio n response of a flat homogeneous beam with
rectangul ar cr oss-secti on. Atequ ilibrium. o necan imagine a surface that bisects thebeam
into equal up per and lower halves. referred to as thr neutral plane. Themoti on of the
beam is describedby small displ~:lts normal to :!lis neutral plane. At a distance 'x
along the beam. !hebe am displace ment W (X,I) obeys the following di fferential equat ion
(Morse andIngard., 19 68, p. 11S ff),
(5 . :1)
where p is the density o f thebeam, Q is Y oung' s modulus and Kis the radius of gyrat ion
of the cross section of thebeam.
This eq uation of motion for a beam(flexible bar) is derived by treating the beam
lISa series of infinitesimal paralle l filamen ts. Thed erivation considers rotational moments
due to bending;;; either end of an clemen t oflhe beam. shear forces in thebeam elemen t
and th e inertial forces acting on the clem ent due to displacement. Inertial forces due to
. fO(alio n of the element andthe effects o f sheardeformation of theelem ent are ignored.
For hannonic motion.
W(x, tl _ r (xl e ·" m 15 . 2 1
the equation of motion reduces to,
(S. J)
~ (x) ,. ACOBl\12 '11' ~X) .. Bs inh ( 2.~x) .. Cc os(2I1'II X) .. DBin( 21t~x) ( 5. 4)
The boundary condi tions for a beam fixed at x"Oand free: at x- I correspond to zero
displacement and rotation at x:{) and zero bending and shearing moments at xel . Formall y
these conditions are ,
~ (x) lI>o .. 0
~I ••• ·o
~I ... .. o
~J.'J " o
Satisfaction of the boundary conditions requires,
B .. -~ ~i~g:~il : ~~: g ::ill
cosh (211j.ll) cos (2'11'j.ll) .. '- 1
[5 .5)
( 5. 6 )
The last equat ion is the eigenvalueequation which determ ines the characteri stic values of
fl. The eigenfunctions, ~(x), have the form,
It can be shown using Sturme-Liouville procedure that the eigenfunctions satisfy the
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orthogonality relation,
( 5. 8 )
where St.(x)correspondsto the formgiven by Eq.(5.7)with J1=).In' the nth eigenvalue for
).I. It follows that the eigenfunctionsform a complete set.
The driven responseof the beam due to a point force at xex, with frequency v,
(S .9)
where S is the cross sectional area of the beam, can then be expressedin terms of the
eigenfunctions lin(x).
(5 .10)
where vn=27tK).Il(Q/p)'Ii. The eigenfrequencies v, are pure real. In this case, Eq.(5.10)
assumes undamped response. The response approachesinfinityas v approaches any of the
eigenfrequencies.
Finite response at a natural fre-uiency requires damping. We can argue that the
beam is not perfectly elastic and someof the vibrational energywill bedissipated within
the beamas it deforms. In a single degree of freedomsystem,structuraldamping can be
introducedby assuminghysteretic damping and takingthe spring constant to be complex
(Myklestad, 1952).In our case we let Young's Modulus, Q, become complex,
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0-0,+10" 10,1<lO" 0,"'0 (5 .111
Assume the beam to be lightly damped (damping effects small except at resonance) so
that non viscous damping effects can be modelled in terms of equivalent viscous dampers
(Norton, 1994). An equivalent viscous damping term (coefficient R(v» is introduced into
the differential equation to account in some fashion for the energy lost to the surrounding
fluid.
~ +~6W~x~ t) + cfK, iPwJ:i t l .. 0 (5 .121
For harmonic motion we obtain,
If we choose our eigenvalues to be real, in particular.
(5 . 14 )
we recove r the same differential equation as before. Now the eigenfrequencies become
complex. The nth mode eigenfrequency v.=v ,.+iv2. , is given by,
~ , " . J~ -~ + if l ~ :" - ~I l + ,,'y:"
y," .. - ( " ~iy ~" (I ~ ,")
(5 . 1 5 )
where v.. (the nth mode undamped natural frequency (Q2=0. R(v)-o)), and a and I"J are
given 'by.
~... 211'KII~J'¥
o • R (~) .
""~. ~ ::;
(5. 16")
The result is that the damped response is given by equation (5.10), using the complex
eigenfre:quencies v, defined in equation (5.15).
The advantage of this formulat ion is that it is only necessary to know the real and
imaginary parts of the natura l freq uencies to charac terize response . The disadvantage of
this formulatio n is that the contrib utions to damping from differen t processes are not
distinguishable .
5.2:Lim itation s of Eule r-Bem eul lt Beam T heory
The Eu ler-Bernoulli fonnulation assumes two dimensional bending along the
length of the beam without flexure across the width of the beam. T he relative shape of
the ~ft(x) for ne l to 5. (i.e. the first five mode shapes) is shown in Fig. 5.1. Effects
associated with Poisson's ratio (the curling up of the beam edges in the width direction
as the beam be nds in the length direction) are ignored. Modes that involve bending in the
direction s of bo th length and width are also excluded from considera tion (eg. torsional
modes involve a twisting rotation about the centreline of the beam).
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Figure 5.1: Eigenfunction shapes of the first five beam bending modes.
Inclusion of these effects requires the more general theory of plate vibration which
accomodates bending in both directions. The main difference between beam and plate
theory is that the el'lfJx4 operator in the differential equation is rep laced with the V4
operator (see Morse and Ingard, 1968, p.2J4).
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For an infinite plate, travelling wave solutions 10 the Euler-Bernoulli differentia l
equatio n have a group velocity that is inversely proportional to the flexural wavelength
(Junge r and Feit, 1986). The group velocity tends to infinity as the wavelength approaches
zero. This phys ically unrealistic resuJt is because Euler-Bernoulli theory ignores both the
rotational inertia in the beam and defonnatio n caused by shea r within the beam. Inclusion
of these effects (Timoshenlco, 1921) adds two more differentia l operators, fl'lfJxlfJt? and
ifli)t4 into the differential equation. Trave lling wave solutions to the Timoshenko Beam
Equation have the prope r limiting phase velocity (Junger and Feit, 1986).
The Eu ler-Bernoulli description assumes a beam thickness that is small relative to
both beam length, and to the characteristic wavelength that would propagate at the
frequency of in terest (Junger and Feit, 1986). Bending in the direction of beam width is
ignored altogether.
5.3 Ex perimental Analys is Using the S ingle Degree of Freedom Assump t ion
Experim ental data analysis assumed the vibrat ion response ncar a natural frequency
approximated that of a single degree of freedom system (see Ewins, 1986). Consider the
case where the driving frequency v is close to one ofthe natura l frequencies v... We write
the response (Eq.(5 .1O» as,
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Provided the natural frequencies are well separated the second term will vary
slowly with v compared to the first term. For v close to v"'_the second term is treated as
constant,
(5 .181
Single degree of freedom analysis provided a means of establishing natural
frequency and mode shape while limiting the number of unknowns. Curve fining the
region of peak response to Eq.(5.18) was used to solve for Re(v",). Im(v..I, Sm(x,,)~..(x)
and G. Since Xo was fixed S",(x,,)was a constant. Plcniog S",(xo)J;",(x) versus position
identified the shape of ~",(x).
5.4 The Experimental Cantilever Beam
The same beam described in chapter 3 was used. The beam measured 649 mm
long, 204 rom wide and approximately 9.5 rom thick (see Fig. 3.3). The experimental
setup is shown in Fig. 5.2. Force was applied on the centreline of the beam at the free end
for all measurements. This location favoured exciting beam bending modes over torsional
modes because the centreline was a nodal line for torsional modes. The FRF's (f requency
response functions) were measured as the ratio of acceleration to applied force in the
frequency domain.
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Figure 5.2: Photograph of the cantilever beam held in the fixed-free condition
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Fig. 5.3 shows an FRF in the 0 to 800 Hz range measured at the free end of the
. beam on the centreline. The four peaks in Fig. 5.3 correspond to the first four beam
bending modes (18, 112, 313 and 613 Hz). By comparison an FRF measured with the
accel erometer in the comer of the free end of the beam Fig. 5.4 shows the same four
peaks associated with beam bending modes with three new peaks assoc iated with torsional
modes. Fig. 5.5 shows the acce leration FRF in the 800 to 1600 Hz region at the free end
on the centre line. Of the five peaks, two are beam bending modes. The first two peaks
at 1015 and 1030Hz belong to the same fifth beam bending mode. T he split may have
been due to imperfect boundary conditions. The sixth beam bending mode occurred at
1534 Hz. The three other peaks corresponded to other mode types . Table 5.1 lists the
observe d natural frequencies and damping ratios for the first eight Euler -Bernou lli beam
bend ing modes.
Table 5.1: Observed natura l frequencies lind damping ra tios
Euler-Bernou lli Frequency
Beam Bending Mode Hz
I 17.99
2 111.5
3 313.0
4 612.7
5' 1014.5
6 1533.5
7 2123.
8 2836.
• Split peak.
Damping Ratio
vJrlv1n
8.06 X 10-4
7.20 X 10-4
5.37 x 10-4
1.62 X 10')
6.33 X 10-4
8.32 X 10-4
9.69 X 10-4
9.51 X 10-4
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Figure 5.3; Cantilever beam FRF at the free end on the centreli ne of the beam, 0 to 800
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Figure 5.4: Cantilever beamFRF at the freeend on the comer of the beam, 0 to 800 Hz.
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Figure 5.5: Canti lever beam FRF at the freeend on the come r of the beam.BOO to 1600
H~
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The damping ratios were of the order of 10') indicating the cantilever was indeed lightly
damped. In general the natural frequencies were well separated as required for the single
degree of freedom assumption.
5.5 Parameter Values and ApproximatioDs
While the observed damping ratios were used to establ i~h the ratio of v2a to vln•
the model was used to calculate the values of V l n' Assuming a lightly damped system the
model used the approximation that V ia -V"" (i.e. (l «v... and '1 « I in Eq.(5.15». In
practice this meant calculating v....
( 5 . 19 )
Calculation of v... required values for K, Q., p, and ~n' For a beam with rectangular cross
section and thickness h, K - 0.289 ·h. The density of mild steel was taken to be 7.860
Kglm' [Science Data Book, 1971]. Values for ~a were obtained by numerically solving
the eigenvalue equation (Eq.(S.6» . Only the value of 01remained to be specified.
A value for Ql first required an estimate of 'fl. Following the travelling wave
method [Physical Acoustics, 1964] an approximate value of 8 x 100'4 for TI".d was
calculated using tabulated values for longitudinal waves in tool steel (velocity in thin
bars=5116 mls, bulk wave veloeity=5874 OIls, attenuation=4.94 neperslm [Kaye and Laby,
1973]). With I'l l « I, the value of QI was approximated with the tabulated value of
Young' s modulus for mild steel, 2.119 x io " Pa [Kaye and Laby, 1973].
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Table 5.2 shows the values that were then calculated for """. The natural
frequencies were uniformly overestimated by 5 to 6 %.
Mode 27tIlKI Calculated Measured CalculatedlMeasured
Frequency Frequency
1.875 18.9 18.0 1.05
4.694 118.4 111.5 1.06
7.855 331.6 313.0 1.06
10.996 649.7 612.7 1.06
14.137 1073.9 1014.5 1.06
17.279 1604.4 1533.5 1.05
20.420 2240.7 2123. 1.06
23.562 2983.3 zsre, 1.05
Subsequent measurements with a micrometer (9.5 nun was obtained using calipers)
showed the beam thickness was 9.33 ± 0.17 mm. Measurements of beam mass and
volume showed the beam density to be within 1 % of the assumed value. The errors in
thickness and density were insufficient to account for the observed bias. If the Euler-
Bernoulli theory was biased towards overestimating natural frequency one would have
expected the percentageerror to increase with frequency. The percentage error appeared
10be independent of frequency. It was possible that the value used for Young' s modulus
was incorrect. Eq.(5.19) was rearranged to provide an independent estimate of Young's
modulus at each observed natural frequency.
(5. 2 0)
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Tab le 5.3 lists the values of Young' s modu lus ca lculated with Eq.(5 .20) .
Tabl e S.3: Values of Young' s modulus ealealated from natural frequenc:lcs
Euler-Bernoulli Frequency
Beam Mode (Hz)
No.
Calculated
Young' s Modulus
(Pa)
17.99 1.987 x 1011
111.5 1.943 x 1011
313.0 1.953 x 1011
612.7 1.949 x l Oll
1014.5 1.955 x lOll
1533.5 2.002 x lOll
2123. 1.967 x 1011
2836. 1.980 x lOll
The average of the calculated values was 1.967 ± 0.021 x lOll Pa, about 7 % below the
tabulated value originally used for Ql ' The method employed here 10 estima te Young's
modulu s was quite similar to that described bySpinner and Tefft [1961] , where laboratory
specimens in the freely suspended condition, were excited into resonance. The leading
term in the formula given by Spinner and Tern to detennine Young's Modu lus from the
fundamental flexural frequency for prisma tic bars is exactly tha t obtai ned from Euler-
Bernoulli theory for a free-free beam.
It could be argued tha t the the difference in the values for Young 's modul us was
related to lite specific measurement method employed. However, Wolfenden et al [1989]
cond ucted an interl aboratory testing program which compared meas urements of Young's
modulus for metals by different methods including the resonance method described by
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Spinner and Tefft. All the methods obtained the same value of Young's modulus to within
1.6 % of each other. The different methods spanned a frequency range from 780 Hz to
15 Mhz. The measurement at the lowest frequency came from the suspended free-free
beam resonance method.
Under the circumstances, it was deemed reasonable to use the calcu lated value of
Young' s modulus, 1.967 x 1011 Pe. for QI' The 0 to 800 Hz region containing the lowest
four beam modes was modelled. The beam' s vibration response was calculated in terms
of acceleration, _ro2y (x), using Eq.' s (5.10) and (5.19), with the damping ratios in Table
5.1. Calculated response summed the contribut ions from the first 8 beam modes, 4 modes
above the highest mode of interest.
5.6 Compariso n With Experiment al Measurement
The calculated Vibration response was compared with the beam's measured FRF' s.
Overall agreement wasexamined using measured FRF's with a frequency resolution of
1 Hz that spanned the entire region of interest, 0 to 800 Hz. These FRF 's were
appropria te to examine the extended regions between natural frequencies, but not the sharp
respon se near resonance where their coarse resolution caused distortion. Agreement close
to the natural frequencies was examined separately using measured FRF's with higher
frequency resolution.
We begin by examining several cases of overall agreement. Fig. 5.6 compares
measured response (solid line) with calculated response (dotted line) near the free end of
the beam. Calculated response magnitude had the same basic shape and features as
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measured response with the exception that the local minima of the calculated response
were sometimes shifted in frequency from the observed local minima. When the calculated
and observed minima were offset in frequency, so were the large phase transitions .~\at
accompanied those features.
Figure 5,6: Comparison of calculated and measured response in the region between
natura l frequencies at 90 % span of the beam (x=:576mm). The frequency span of 800
Hz required coarse frequency resolution causing the observed response at the natural
frequencies 10 be underestimated. Electrica l interference caused the spike at 60 Hz.
Fig. 5,7 compares measured response with calculated response in between midspan
and the free end of the beam (x"'384 mm). Again overall shape is good but clearly
affected by the difference between the frequencies of calculated and measured minima.
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Plotted phase had a discontinuity at ± ISO· although the two nngles were equivalent.
. Small changes in measured phase at those angles were responsible for transitions in the
plot as the phase jumped from 180" to - ISO"and vice versa.
Figure 5.7: Comparison of calculated and measured response in the region between
natural frequencies at 60 % span of the beam (x-3 84 mm).
Fig. 5.8 compares measured response with calculated response in between the
midspan and fixed end of the beam (x=256 mm). Fig. 5.9 compares measured response
with calculated response close to the fixed end of the beam (x=12S min). Similar
comments apply to both figures. Overall the agreement was favourable.
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Figure 5.8: Comparison of calculated and measured response in the region between
natural frequencies at 40 % span of the beam (x=256 rom).
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Figure 5.9: Comparison of calculated and measured response in the region between
natural frequencies at 20 % span of the beam (x=128 rom).
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Now we turn our enenncn to !he response d ose 10 the natural frequencies. Fig.
5.10 shows the typical agreement betweencalculated and measured response in theregion
of thefirst beam mode. The measured FRF had a frequency resolution of 0.0039 1 Hz in
order to properly rep licate the shape of peak response. The measured response contains
variations at 18.0 Hz that d!fTertn tiate it from the assumed smooth respo nse. The fine
frequency scale shows the small offset (0.09 Hz) between the observed and calculated
natural frequencies. With this resolution wecan see that the magninde o f peak respo nse
was slightly underestimated by I dB . Overall the agreement was reasonable.
"r=~'~- Ii·'~~o,,~~_. .....
r~' J
11.0:> 1 '7. 69 18 . 31 ~U.S6
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Figure 5.10: Comp arison of calculated and me asured response at the first beam mode at
70 % span of the beam (x-=448 nun) .
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Similar agreementwas observed in the region of the secondbeam mode at three
positionson the beam corresponding to 40. 70 and 100 % span from the fixedend. Fig.
5.11 shows this typical agreement at 70 % span (x=448 rnm). The fine frequency
resolutionhighlights the small offset (0.7 Hz) betweenobserved and calculated natural
frequency. Calculated and measuredpeak response were within I dB'in magnitude. The
leastagreement(Fig. 5.12)occurredcloseto the fixed end (10 % of span).Peak response
at that position was underestimated by 2.5 dB and the curve shapesdiffered.
There wasreasonablygoodagreementin theregion of the thirdbeam modeet five
of sixpositions(corresponding to 20, 40, 70, 80 an1 100% of span).Fig. 5.13showsthis
typical agreementclose to 'the fixed end (xa 128 nun). Calculated and measuredpeak
response were within I dB in magnitude. The least agreement occurred at mid span
(x=320 rom) (Fig. 5.14) which was a node for the third beam mode. Measured and
calculated response differed by almost 10 dB at this position, but remained small
comparedto the other positions.
Lastly reasonable agreementwas observedin the regionof the fourth beam mode
at ten positions spaced every 64 nun along the beam. Fig. 5.15 shows the typical
agreementbetweenmeasuredandcalculatedresponsetowardsthe fixedend at 30 % span
(x=192 rom). Here the calculated peak value overestimated the response by I dB. One
positioncloser to the fixed end (x=128 nun)showedalmostperfectagreementapart from
the frequency shift (Fig. 5.16). Over the len positions the cases of under and over
estimation were roughly equal. There did not appear to be a net bias.
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Figure 5.11: Comparison of calculated and measured respons e at the second beam mode
at 70 % span of the beam (x=448 nun).
Figure 5.12: Compariso n of ca lculated and measured response at the second beam mode
close to the fixed end at to % span of the beam (x=64 mm).
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Figure 5.13: Comparison of calculated and measured response at the third beam mode
close to the fixed end at 20 % span oCthe beam (x=128 mm).
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Figure 5.14: Comparison of calculated and measured response at the third beam mode,
closeto a node("",,320mm).
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Figure 5.15: Comparison ofealculaled and measured response at the fourth beam mode,
near the fixed end (x"'I92 mm).
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Figure 5.16 : Comparison ofcalculated and measured response at the fourth beam mode,
near the fixed end (x- 128 mm) .
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5.7 Summary
The modelled response was typically within 2 to ] dB of the observed response
everywhere except in the regions of local minima. There. the frequencies where the
calculated minima occurred were sometimes offset from the frequencies of the observed
minima. Thi s may have been due to .the truncated series (8 modes) used to calculate
response, or the limitations of Euler-Bernoulli beam theory.
In the natural frequency regions, which were the main areas of interest. the model
replicated (he observed response quite well, usually within ±I dB in magnitude. On a fine
frequency scale, the calculated and observed response typically differed by less than 0.7
% in frequency. This typica l close alignment in frequency of calculated and observed peak
response was attributed to hav ing obtained a good estimate of Young' s modulus for the
beam. The next step was to incorporate the model of vibration response into a model for
the radiated acoustic field.
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CIIAPTE R SIX
MODELLI NG THE NEAR FIELD OF THE CANTILEVER BEAM
An integral expression for the acoustic field from n planar source in free space was
used to model the near field of the beam. The motion of the planar source was described
by the model developed in c~apter 5. The modelled field was compared with the observed
field of the beam in its reverberant environment. Both the modelled and measured fields
were then used to examine the spatial variation of phase in the near field of the beam, and
the consequent impact on the measurement of acoustic intensity.
Section 6.1 reviews the development of integral expressions for pressure. Section
6.2 discusses the conditions under which an integral expression was assumed to provide
a reasonable approximation of the near acoustic field above the beam. Section 6.3
compares examples of the acoustic field calculated from the integral expression with
measurement. Section 6.4 examines the spatial variation of phase in the ncar field above
the beam and the consequences to ncar field acoustic intensity measurements.
6.1 Int egr al Expression for an Acoustic ."ield
The acoustic near field above the cantilever beam was approximated using an
integral expression for pwssure. The development of such an integral expression for an
acoustic field is briefly reviewed below and can be found in several texts {e.g. Morse and
Ingard, 1968, p. 320 ft).
Consider an acoustic source s(i) contained in a volume V bounded by a surface
A. The acoustic differential equation is,
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f6 .1 )
With harmonic (e'~ time dependen ce, the differential equation reduces to,
( 5 . 2)
We will make use ofa Green 's function G(X',x') that satisfies,
(6. 3)
For the moment, the fonn of G(x,x'} remains unspecified. G(x,x') and p(x) are then
subsituted into Green' s second identity,
! G1X,X' IV'P fX) -p lx) V'G(x ,X' ) av-
IJ IGIX,XiIVP(i'I -Pl xl VGfx , Xi)J _dA
Further subsitution of Eq.'s (6.2) and (6.3) into (6.4) leads to,
(6 .4 )
This is the integral equation of interest . To make use of this equation, we need the fonn
of G(x,x') which depends on the boundary conditions of the probl em.
First, consider the case of a localised source in free space with no boundaries . The
boundary condition on p(x') is that it vanish as x · tends to infin ity. The Green ' s function
which satisfies this condition is,
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a(x ,X' ) .. 4:t~~; j ' (free spa ce ) (6.6)
The volume V enclosing the source can beextended to infinity and surface integral in
Eq.(6.4} can be shown to vanish leaving,
p (X' ) ~IS (X) 4 :;:~: ldV. If ree space ) (6.71
Secondly, consider the case of an infinite rigid baffle below the source. For
convenience the baffle is chosen to lie in the x-y plane. The boundary condition at the
baffle surface is that the normal component of fluid particle velocity must vanish,
Therefore the normal derivative of pressure must vanish. The Green's function which
satisfies this condition (see Morse and Ingard, 1968, p. 369) is,
a(x , Xt l ..4 :t~~~ j + 4 :;:~~~ I' (baff l e t n x -y p l ane) (6 .8 )
where x =(x,)' ,z) and x" =(x,y,-z). Again the surface integral in Eq.(6.4) vanishes, leaving,
When the source is planar and lies in the plane of the baffle (z=O), the Green's
function in Eq.(6.8) reduces to the free space Green's function in Eq.(6.6) multiplied by
a factor of two (Pierce, 1991 p. 2 14.).
6.2 Obtaining an Estimate of the Near Field
The beam was treated as a planar source lying in the x-y plane. The volum e
integral in Eq.(6.7) reduced to the following integral over the surface of the beam,
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The use ofthis expression was restricted to the centreline of Ihe beam, close to the beam's
surface, where the radiated sound could be attributed mainly to the vibration of the upper
beam surface.
In real ity, the acoustic field surrounding the beam consisted of the field radiated
by the beam plus that which had been scattered by the walls and other objects in the
room. The use of this equation assumed that as the measurement point approached the
surface of the beam, the radiated component would eventually dominate over the scattered
component (i.e. provided the measurement point remained close to the surface of the
beam, the scattered field could be ignored). Comparison of experimental and calculated
pressure would show how appropriate this assumption was in practice.
If the beam had been suspended in free space. tbe acoustic field in the upper half
plane above the beam would have been symmetric in magnitude but 180" out of phase
with that in the lower half plane. A consequence of this antisymmatry was that the
pressure would vanish in the surrounding x-y plane. Clearly the contributions to the
acoustic field from both the bean ' s upper and lower surfaces are required 10obtain the
correct model of the acoustic field. However, close to the beam' s surface and away from
the edges of the beam, the near side of the beam was expected to be the main contributor
to the radiated acoustic field.
From the setup shown in Fig. 5.2. looking down from above the beam. the
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clamped end was effectiv ely baffled by the l-bcarn support. while the free end was
. suspended in relati vely free space. The beam itself also acted as a baffle. T herefore it was
antic ipated that the radiated field close to the beam 's surface would lie between the values
associated with the baffled and free space condit ions (t.e. between the value calcula ted
from Eq.(6.JO)and tw ice that value.).
Eq.(6.10) used the expression for Vex) develo ped in cha pter 5. The double integral
ov er the surface of the beam was numerically evalua ted in both x and y directions with
an extend ed Sim pson ' s Rule algorithm (Press er el, 1990).
6.3 Co mpar ison With Expertme ntnl Measure ment
PTF (pressure transfer function) measurem ents used the same setup as previously
described in ch apter 4 (see Fig. 4.1). The excitatio n point was still the centre of the free
end oCthe beam . Comparieca te tween the measured and calcu lated (F.q.(6.1O» PTf" s took
place in the sam e manner as for FRF 's in chapter 5. Coarse resolution PTF' s were used
to exami ne the agree ment in the regio ns between natural freq uencies, and fine resolutio n
PTF 's were used to examine the agreement in the vicinity of the natural freq uencies.
Coars e resolution PTF'swere collected at x = 128, 256, 384 and 512 mm from
the fixed edge of the beam at altitudes of 35 and 85 mm. Fig. 6.1 compares calculated
and measured PTF' s close to the free end of the beam at 80 % span (x=5 12 mm) at an
altitude of 3S mm.
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Figure 6. 1: Comparison of calculated and measured ~·s for the regions between the
rw.tural freq uencies at 80 % Sp:ln of the beam (x-512 mm) with an altitude of35 nun.
Underestimati on by the measured respo nse at the natural frequencies was due to thecoarse
frequmcy resolution required to spanthe 0 to 800 Hz region.
Overall , the calculated and measured PTF' s magnitudes and phases Wert quite
similar. In places, the calculated PTF tended 10 underestimate the meas ured PTF
magnitude by up to 6 dB (fac tor of2) (e.g. betwee n 400 and 560 Hz). The roughness of
the measur ed PTF was attr ibuted to a combinat ion of signal noise in region s of sma ll
acoustic response and interference from the scattered field.
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Fig. 6.2 makes the same comparison as Fig. 6.1 but with an altitude or 85 mm.
Again, the calculated and measured magnitudes and phases were in reasonably good
agreement. The ca lculated PTF still tended 10underestimate the measured PTF magnitude,
by up to 6 dB in places. It wasobserved that at each of the four positions the agreement
was quite similar at both alti~udes. Hence we will continue with just the comparisons at
35mm.
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Figure 6.2: Comparison of calculated and measured PTF's for the regions between the
natural frequencies at 80 % span of the beam (x=S12 nun) with an altitude of 85 mm.
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Fig. 6.3 compares calculated and measured PTF's at 60 % beam span (x-384 mm). The
agreement was similar to the:two previous examples. Again the calculated PTF had a
tendency to underestimate the measured PTF magnitude. Fig.ts 6.4 and 6.5 continue the
comparisons at 40% (x:=256 mm) and 20 % (x"'128 nun) of beam span respectively. The
underestimation of the measured PTF magnitudes by the calcu lated PTF's wasapparent
in both cases. In these last twocases the underestimation appeared to increase somewhat
with frequency. These results suggested that the underestimation was linked to the effects
of baffling. The calculated pressure, based on a free space cal culation, was generally
within -6 db of the observed pressure, (i.e. the factor of 2 increase in magnitude that
would be introduced by a baffle in the plane of the source). The baffling effects would
have increased with decreasing wavelength (i.e. increasing freque ncy).
Fine resolution PTF 's were also collected at alt itudes of 35 and 85 nun above the
beam. Six spectra were collected for each of the second, third and fourth modes.
Unfortunately, a fine resolution spectrum for the first mode was not obtained . With the
excitation point at the free end, the limit of the exciter's mechanical travel was reached
before the acoustic signal strength was adequate for a reliable PTF measure ment.
For the second mode, PTF's were measured at a height of 35 mm for x-256 and
576 mm and at heights of 35 and 85 nun for x:=128 and 384 nun. In all 6 cases the
calculated pressure overestimated the peakresponse by approximately 3 1/2 dB (-33 %).
Fig. 6.6 compares the measured and calculated PTF's fo r the second mode at 60 % beam
span (x""384 mm) and 35 nun altitude .
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Figure 6.3: Compariso n of calculated and measured PTF' s for the regions between the
natural frequencies at 60% span of the beam (x=384 nun) with an altitude of 35 mm.
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Figure 6.4: Comparison of calculated and measured PTF's for the regions between the
natural frequencies at 40 % span of the beam (x=256 nun ) with an altitude o f 35 rom.
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Figure 6.5: Comparison of calculated and measured PTF' s for the regions between the
natural frequencies at 20 % span of the beam (x=128 nun ) with an altitude of 3S mm.
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Figure 6.6: Comparison of c:alculated andmeasured P'TFsforthesecond mode at 60 %
beam span(x- 384mm)31a heightof 3Smm.
For the thirdand fowthmodes,PTF's were measured at a heightof 3Snun for
x=256andSI2 mmandat beigiltsof3S and85mmfor x=ol28and 384nun. Forthethird
mode fourof the calculatedPTF', underestimatedpeakresponse (-3 112 dB at x=128, 256
and 384 nun (loweraltitude only»). Fig. 6.7 illustrates the typical difference between
measuredand calculated PTF's for the thirdmodeat 20 % beam span(x"128 mm)and
8Smmnl titude.
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Figure 6.7: Comparison of calcuJated and measured PIF's for the third mode at 20 %
beamspan (x=128 nun) at a height of 85 mm.
There were only two cases where the calculated PIF overestimated the measured
PTF. In one case, at x= 512 mm, (Fig. 6.8) the calculated PTF overestimated peak
response by I 1/2 dB (15 %). In the other case, at x-384 mm at a height of 85 mm, the
least response for all 3rd mode PIF 's was observed. There the calculated PTF
overestimated peak response by about 5 dB (45 %). This may have been a minimum in
the field.
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Figure 6.8: Comparison of calculated and measured PTF' s for the third mode at 80 %
beam span (x"'S12 mm) at a height oras nun.
The PTF 's calculated for the fourth mode typically underestimated peak response
by 7 dB (55 %). This is illustrated in Fig.'s 6.9 and 6.10 which compare measured and
calculated PTF's at x=128 and 384 nun respectively for an altitude of 85 mm. In an
isolated case, at the free end of the beam(x=S12nun), peak response was underestimated
byjust 3 112dB.
. From these results. it was concluded thai the model could be used with some
caution 10 indicate the general trend with position of amplitude and phase.
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Figure 6.9: Comparison of calculated and measured PTF's for the fourth mode at 20 %
beam span (x=128 mm) at a height of 85 mm.
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Figure 6.10: Comparison of calcu lated and measured PTF' s for the fourth mode at 60 %
beam span(x-J84 nun) at a height of 85 mm
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6.4 Calculated and Measured Phase Difference
A measurement of time averaged e-oustic intensity (see chapte r 2) is very much
a measureme nt of the phase difference between two pressures. Wit h this in mind a
comparison of the spatial variation of phase was made between the modelled field above
the beam. the fie ld measured above the beam and a field consisting of plane waves .
A microphone spacing of 50 nun was used. correspond ing 10 a ltitudes of 35 and
85 mm above the centreline of the beam. This orientation would be used for measuring
the z component of acoustic intensity. The comparison concentra ted in the natural
frequency regions where the PTF phase underwe nt a change of 180". Two comparisons
were made for the second mode at 40 (x=256 nun) and 60 % (x=384 mm) of beam span.
Fig. 6. 11 plots the measured and observed phases in the region of the second mode for
60 % of beam span. The modelled PTFs showed a uniform phase difference of ~4. 3~. The
observed phase difference was only _1.3° on average and was not unifonn. Similar results
were observed at 40% span.
Four phase difference co mparisons were made for the third mode at spans of 20,
40. 60 and 80 % beam span. At 20 % span (Fig. 6.12) the mode lled PTF showed a
constant phase diffe rence of _9.3° while the observed PTF had a negli g ible average phase
difference of _0.2°. As the observa tion poin t moved towards the free end , however. the
observed phase difference increased relative to the mode lled phase difference. At 80 %
span (Fig. 6.13) the situation had reversed. Modelled pressure showed a constant phase
diffe rence of only 3° while the measured press ure had an average phase di fference of 5.7°,
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Figure6.11: Comparison of calculated and measuredphasedifference between z=85 and
z=35 mm at 60 % beam span (x=384 mm) in the region of the second mode.
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Figure 6.12: Comparisonof calculated and measuredphasedifference between z=85and
z=35 nun at 20 % beam span (x=128 mm) in the region of the third mode.
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Figure 6.13: Comparison of calculatedand measuredphasedifference between z=85 and
z=35 mm at 80 % beam span (x=S12 mm) in the region of the third mode .
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Figure 6.14: Comparison of calculated and measured phase difference betwee n z=85 and
z=35 nun at 20 % beam span (x=128 mm ) in the region of (he fourth mode.
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Two phase difference comparisons were made for thefourth mode at 20 and 60%
of beamspan . At 20 % span (Fig. 6.14) modelled and measured phase differences were
both uniform andalmost equal, -18.9 and _19.6° respectively.The modelled and measured
phase differences at 60 % span were also unifonn . However the modelled phase diffe rence
was -9.3"white the measured di fference was only _2.1°.
The phase difference assuming plane waves and the average va lues of the
calc ulated and measured phase differences are summarizedin table 6.1. For plane waves,
a 50 mm spacing corresponded to phase differences of 5.9, 16.4 and 32.2° for modes '2,
3 an d 4 respectively.
Table 6.1 Comparison oi ph ....e differeD~e between r-=8S and z=3Smm
Mode Freq Pos ition
No (Hz) X (nun)
Average Phase Difference
Plane Wave Modelled Measure d
(D,,) (Deg) (D,,)
112 256 -5.9 -3.2 -1.3
384 -5.9 -4.3 -1.2
313 128 -16.4 -9.3 -0 .2
256 -16.4 - 12.0 -3 .3
384 16.4 10.9 6. 1
512 16.4 3.0 5.7
613 128 -32.2 -18.9 -19.6
384 -32.2 -9.3 -2 .1
The results indicate that in the near field of 8 distri buted source, expectations for
a phase difference based on a plane wave calculation (using micropho ne spacing and
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wavelength ) would be overly optimistic. If the modelled phase difference accufll.ldy
portrays free space cond itions then no more than about hl1lf the plane: wave phase
difference might beobserved in the near field . Even exr ectations for half the pl ane wave
phase difference in the near field could be optimist ic depend ing on the measurement
posi~on. Finally phase differences. smaller than half the plane wave phase diff~ce
would be expected in a reverberant envi ronme nt.
6.5 Summary
Si gnal noise in regions of small acou stic response, the scattered field. and the
effec ts o f baffling were assumed to berespon sib le for most of the differences betw een the
modelled and measured phase distributions. However. it is also possible that the
calcu latio n of the free space phase distribution clo se to the beam needed thc rt gour of a
boundary value series solution. An answer to this question required either the boundary
value solution itself or measurements in an anechoic chamber , bothbeyond the scope of
th is work.
Non ethel ess, for this case (beam in a semi-re verberant enclosu re) . phase
differences were observed in thenear field, that wert typically one ha lf to one quartcr of
that modelled for free space, and that were an even smalle r frac tion of the phase
differe nce that would be expected from plane waves. The implication is that larger
microphone spacings are required for near fie ld acoustic intensity measure ments than tho se
spacings that would be anticipated from simple calculations using just microphon e spaci ng
and wavele ngth .
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FINAL SUMMARY
The research for this thesis occurred within a program to develop acous tic methods
for monitoring mechani cal behaviour of structures for indications of fatigue, and focussed
on the acoustic field close to a vibrating surface. This work examined acoustic intens ity
and its measurement in the near field . Both the lime domain and frequency domain
methods of measurement were reviewed. The cross spectral formulation was shown to be
equivalent to a windowed process that relies on the discrete Fourier transforms of two
pressures closely replicating their corresponding continuous Fourier spectra counterpart s.
The measurement clearly depends on the ability to resolve the phase difference between
two pressu res. The ability 10 resolve phase difference is perhaps the most demanding
aspec t of the measurement. An example was given to show that the statistical distribution
of intensity can broaden in moving from the far field to the near field. Moving to the near
field has the adverse effect of lengthening the measurement interval to retain measurem ent
accuracy.
From the sing le measurement, the focus shifted to obtaining an estimate of the
spatial distribution of acoustic intensity in the near field. A method for mapping the
spatia l distribution was described that combined the physics of a closed surface with
approximations from a Taylor' s series analysis. The method was successfu lly tested on
the near field of a cantil ever beam. Severa l examp les were used to show that this method
provided a quant itative assessment of whether the calculated spatial distribution of
intensity was a reasonabl e representation of the acoustic field.
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Tbe focus then returned to thesingle measurement of intensity, for the case where
an applied force caused a mechanica l system to radiat e sound. It wassho....l1 tha t a form
of normalized acoustic inte~ity cou ld be COIl$U'UCted from trans fer funct ions of pressu re
and force . Aco ust ic intensity construc ted from pressure trans fer funct ions wassuccessfully
tested in thencar field of a cantilev er beam . The testing process again cmp ha.sized the
need for the discre te Fourier spectra to closel y replicate their continuous Fourier spectra
counterparts, with particu lar atte ntion to obtaini ng good estimates of the phase diffe rence
between pressure and force. It was noted that the norma lized acoustic intensit y
emphasi zed the natural frequency regions where the ratio of radiated power to applie d
force was large.
After using a cantil ever on two occas ions as a sound source, attentio n was directed
to modelling the acoustic field of the beam. First, the dampedvibratio n respo nse of the
beam was modelled using Euler-Bernoulli beam theory. Modal analysi s wasapplied to the
the beam ' s me asured response to obtain the beam ' s comp lex eigenfreq uencies. The main
area ofinteresl wasthe natural frequency regions. Th ere, themode lled response repli cated
observed response quite well , both in frequen cy andampli tude . The agreemen t was due
in part to an accurate estimate o f Young 's modulus from the data. Overa ll the agreement
was good everywhere excep t in regions of local m inima. The freq uencies of calcu lated
and observed local minima were somet imes separated (attri buted to ei ther limita tions of
theory or a trunc ated series solution).
Th e vibrat ion model of the beam was the n used in an integral expression that
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treated the beam as a planar source. This formulation for the acoustic field was an
approximation that ignored the sound radiated by the far side of the beam. Its use was
restricted to interior point s close to the beam's surface. While the mode lled fie ld agreed
in general terms with the observed field there were noticeable differences. The model had
a tendency to underestimate the observed acoustic field by up to 6 dB (attributed to the
burning effect of the beam and its support). The observed field also exhibited a certain
amount of spec tral roughness (attri buted to a comb ination of small signal response and
the presence of a scattered field).
With the assumption that the model would indicate the general trend with position
of the acoustic field, the model was used to examine the spatial distribut ion of phase in
the near field of the beam. It was foundthat over a typica l microphone spacing of 50 mm,
thai the observed phase differences in the natural frequency regions were typ ically one
half to a quarter of that predicted by the mode l (free space). The model in turn predicted
typically half the phase difference that would be expected from plane waves. This
suggested thai larger microphone spacings are required for near field acoustic intensity
measurements than those spacings that would beobtained from simple calculations using
just microphone spacing and wave length.
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AppendiJ. A
Statistia of Intensity For Waves at Two Frequenci ts
Averaging over an infinite time frame would remove all interaction between
adjacent frequency components, but real measurement time frames are finite.
Consequently, interaction can occur between adjacent frequency components thai affects
the reproducibility of the measurement of time averaged acoustic intensity.
Consider a pressure with two frequencycomponents,
p (Jqtl • f , (x ) cos (k, x- w t ) + f . lx )cos (k,x-( w+6 w) t l IA .l)
whereflii) arereal functionsof position coordinatex. Using Euler's relation the particle
velocity is,
u lx ; t ) . 2;, I Vfj( X) s i nl kjx _w t) + k,f, lx) COs (k,x -w t l
P o III III
+ ~:~~l s 1n(k ,x - (1oI + t.1oI1 t )
+ ~~:'i:: cos (k,x - (loI+Aw) t ) l
Th~n lJI(t) is given by,
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(A ,2 )
'i ft ) • .2:.... U , VI . lli n (k,x - w t ) co a (k. x - w t) + k,l:c;gs' Ck,x-wc)P."
+ l .Vl.sin(k.x-loItl cos (k.x - (IoI +AW) t)
+ k , i .l. cos (k.x -w tl co s (k,x- CIoI +AIoI J t) l
p. 11011+11101) [i. Vl, c os (k . x - loIt ) sin (k,x- (w+llwl t J
+ k.l,i.cos (k ,x-we ) cos (k , x - (w+AwJ e)
+ l .Vl,sin(k,x- {1>I +llwJ t Jcos (k ,x- (w +llc.J)t )
+ k, l :cos' lk,x-(w+llw)eJl
which reduces to,
'i ( e) . i[~sin2 (klx-wt) + k~l~C;OS ' (k,x_wt)
[
i 'i'f tVi]+~-~ sin«k.-k,) x +ll lole)
+¥(~+ w ~~fCOSI (k. - k , ) x+lllolt:)+co s ( (k .+k, ) x - (2w+ 4w) e l )
[
I VI f vt 1
+~ + i{:+ 4~j sin( {k.+k. )X-(2 Cl1+Aw )C )
+ :l(~:i:'j sin 2{k,x - (w + t.w ) t ) + IoIk:=~cos' lk, - (w + 4w) e) l
The time averageof 'P(t) is now taken ~ver the interval [t". t"+TJ.
','f
'fTrr"" 1. t'(e) dt
Performing the integration and substituting for k,=ro/c. kz=(co+Aro)lc yields.
(A .J )
(A.4)
(A . S )
(A.G)
vrer .. *[~sin (oI TI Sin2 I<ll.-Iol Ct.';11
2 t: : ::'P T G1nl ("' +41.1) Tlsin2 (</1,- {1oI+AW} ( t+ { l)
t: t;
+TI ·~
[
[ I 'U t Vf] towT. . T
.. ~ - 4<.1 t~ + A~ j r Ili n C-r ' U DC<Il, -¢a+Aw l t+211
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Six of the ten terms contain either a (roT)"' or (w1r)' ! dependence . The contribution of
these terms will decrease as T increases, It will be assumed that T is sufficien tly large to
ignore these terms. The remainingterms are,
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The first two terms arc. just the time averaged acoustic intensity associated with
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frequencies ro and 00+6 00respectively as T-+oaJ. The third and fourth terms are of interest
for the case when !1ooT« 1. In that case sin(.6.ooT)....AroT leaving,
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The last two terms are sinusoida l components with frequency Am. Each time the
measurement is repeated with interval T, there will be a different contribution from these
terms. This would be an impediment to obtaining reproducible measurem ents of average
intensity. Larger values of 6c.oTwould then be required to mitigate this effect.
1I8
The two datasets plottedinFig. 3.4 arecompared by commoncomponent inTables B.I.
B.2 andB.3. The value estimatedby C81M is comparedwiththe value measured al ccll
centre.
Tablc 8.1 Comparison 0' dala sels: X c:ompo_c:nl_t eetl eeetre
Calculated Measured al
Coon! (nun) by CSIM CellCentre
X y JJW/m1 ~W/ml
108 51 ~23 . 1 ± 0.7 ~21,0 ± 0.8
108 102 ~3 1.9 ± 1.2 -36.3 ± 1.0
108 153 -22.0 ± 0.8 -18.1 ± 1.0
162 51 -10.5± 0.4 -11.0 ± 0.2
162 102 -12.1 ± 1.2 -14.4 ± 1.1
162 153 - 9.4 ± 0.7 -12.0± 0.3
216 51 1.6 ± 0.5 - I.J ± 0.4
216 102 4.1 ± 1.2 - 1.0 ± 0.2
216 153 3.4 ± 0.7 - J.9± 0.5
270 51 10.5 ± 2.6 8.7 ± 2.5
270 102 15.0 ± 1.6 ILl ±OA
270 153 11.3 ± 0.8 9.2 ± 0.8
324 51 13.6 ± 3.0 14.1 ± 0.4
324 102 19.0 ± 1.6 18.1 ±0.6
324 153 12.2 ± 0.9 120 ± 0.6
378 51 10.8 ± 1.0 9.6 ± 0.2
378 102 14.2 ± 1.6 11.2± 0.2
378 153 7.6 ± 1.0 5. 1 ± 0.2
432 51 0.6 ± 0.4 - 1.2 t o.3
432 102 1.4 ± 0.6 O.9± 0.1
432 153 - 2.1 ±0.6 - 2.2 ± 0.1
486 51 -14.2 ± 0.5 -13.0 ± 0.2
486 102 -15.7 ± 0.3 -15.6 ± 0.2
486 153 -13.3 ± 0.4 -11.7 ± 0.3
541 51 ~21.6 ± 0.6 -19.7 ± 0.3
541 102 -25.8 ± 0,8 -24.5 ± OA
541 153 -20.8 ± 2.3 -19.5 ± 0.7
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Table 8 .2 Comparison 01 data sets: Y Component al cell c:entre
Calculated Measured at
Coord (mm) by CSIM Cell Cenue
X y fJW/m2 fJW/m2
108 51 6.1 ± 0.7 1),0 ± 0.2
108 102 ~ 1.1 ± 0.6 ~ 0,7± 0.3
108 153 · 9.6 ± 0.8 ~14.1 ± J.1
162 51 16.3 ± 0.6 18.1 ± 0.4
162 102 - 2.5 ± 0.3 3.1 ± 0.5
162 153 -16.2± 0.8 -14.6 ± 0.6
216 51 12.2 ± 0.8 14.1 ± 0.5
216 102 · 0.7 ± 1.0 - 0.2 ± 0.4
216 153 -16.6 ± 3.2 ~ 1 8 .3 ± 0.3
270 51 6.7± 0.4 9.0 ± 0.2
270 102 0,1± 0.4 0.4 ±0.2
270 153 - 6.1 ± 0.6 - 7.8 ± 0.1
324 51 I.l ± 0.1 I.3± 0.4
324 102 · 0.2 ± 0.1 - 0,2 ± 0.4
324 153 - 2.0 ± 0.3 - 2.6 ± 0.1
378 51 0.6± OJ 0.0 ± 0.4
378 102 0,9± 0.2 0.0 ± 0.2
378 153 0.9 ± 0.2 1.3± 0.2
432 51 4.2 ± 0.7 1.3± 0.6
432 102 2.0 ± 0.6 0.8 ± 0.2
432 153 1.3 ± 0.6 - 1.1± 0.1
486 51 5.4 ± 0.5 6.9 ± 0.1
486 102 I.HO.3 ~ 0.8± 0.4
486 153 · 2.8 ± 0.3 . 3:9± O.6
541 51 3.8 ± 0.4 3.9 ±0.1
541 102 0.1 ± 0.2 · 2.3 ±0.2
541 153 - 3.7± 0.8 - 4.6 ± 0.4
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Table 8.3 Comparison of dala sets: Z eemponent al eel! u ntre
Calculated Measured at
Coord(mm) by C81M Cell Centre
X y 'lW/m2 J1W/mJ
108 51 61.8± 2.5 63.6 ± 1.2
108 102 73.3 ± 1.5 71.8 ± 0.8
108 153 64.6± 1.9 64.9 ± J.t
1.2 51 47.9± 1.7 53.9 ± 0.8
1.2 102 66.9 ± 2.7 70.8 ± 0.8
1. 2 153 46.1 ± l.l 54.2 ± 0.8
21. 51 38.5 ± 2.6 42.0 ± 0.7
21. 102 47.7 ± 3.3 SI.I ± 0.5
21. 153 37,4± 1,4 40.3 ± 1.0
270 51 23.1 ±0.6 25.2 ± 0.3
270 102 29,4 ± 1.5 30.8 ± 0.3
270 153 25.1± 1.4 24.9 ± 0.2
324 51 4.3 ±0.2 4.7 ±0.1
324 102 4,4 ± 0.1 4.8 ± 0.1
324 153 5.1± 0.2 5,4 ±O.I
378 51 -IS.8 ± 1.8 -15.9± 0.2
378 102 -19.0 ± 1.6 -18.3 ± 0.6
378 153 -14.1 ± 1.2 -14.9 ± 0.2
432 51 -26.2 ± 1.1 -24.6 ± 0.6
432 102 -31.6 ± 1.2 -29.5 ±0.7
432 153 -21.8± 2.2 -21.0 ± 0.)
48. 51 -30.6 ± 1.7 -29.2 ± 1.0
48. 102 -34.0 ± 1,4 -34.5 ± 0.8
48. 153 -29.3 ± 3.0 -28.0 ± 0.7
541 51 -12.0± 1.3 -11.9 ± 0.7
541 102 -16.3 ± 1.1 -15.5 ± 0.7
541 153 -12.5 ± 2.3 -11.8± 0,4
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The.paired-difference test (see Mendenhal l, [1971]) was applied to the data set for
each intensity component (i.e . the set of differe nces d, .. (If'm.......Ji - ('I'c:akuloledby CSIM};)'
The Student ' s t distribution was used to place 95 % confidence limits on the differences .
The results are tabulated in Table 8.4.
T..ble 8 .4 Paired Difference analysis by component in p.Watt sJrn2
Comp Average Variance Confidence Interval (95 %)
-1.00
-0.05
1.52
2.33
2.22
2.09
-1.00± 0.92
~O.05 ± 0.88
1.52± 0.83
The variances of the distribution of differences were very similar for .all three
components. This suggests that apart from any non zero bias. the distribution of errors
was independent of which component was measured. Bias's did exist for both x and z
components but were relatively small compared to the range of intensity values observed
for those components .
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